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welcome message

Introduction

A record year – a record event
Last year was a record breaking event
for this regional show, but 2013 has
seen TFWA Asia Pacific Conference
& Exhibition reach new heights. The
biggest show at over 8,000sqm; the
greatest number of exhibitors at 252;
the most new and returning exhibitors
ever at 74; and the utmost innovative
use of stand space ever, with three
double-storey stands this year.
It’s fantastic to be able to write such a
positive story for my first event as TFWA
Vice-President Commercial. While today is
the first day of the Exhibition proper, after
yesterday’s most excellent Conference
and the opening social events, I am sure
you will agree there is already a real buzz
in the air. It’s going to be a great week.
Although we are in a different venue this
week, we have worked tirelessly to ensure
that the Exhibition Hall is user friendly
– and reflects the growing size of the
event. So this year you will find within the
hall strategically placed interactive floor
plans; two catering bars rather than just
one in previous years, and free WiFi for all
delegates. The much-appreciated TFWA

Asia Pacific Bar can be found on Level 4,
where we can all enjoy an outside terrace.
The Marina Bay Sands venue also
provides other benefits, including direct
access from the Exhibition Hall to the
wide range of restaurants and shops in
the adjoining Shopping Mall, while, for
those staying in the hotel, we hope the
dedicated check-in/check-out desk has
saved you time on arrival (and departure
at the end of the week of course).
Last, but by no means least, we would like
to thank the Singapore Tourism Board for
their provision of free tickets to visit Gardens
by the Bay. This new attraction is situated

just across from the Marina Bay Sands, and
is accessible via Dragonfly Bridge or via taxi,
approximately 15-20 minutes away.
The size of this year’s event is a true
reflection of a region that continues to
grow, and continues to enthral us with its
levels of investment, exceptional growth
figures, and sheer dynamism. As a region
it continues to attract new brands, eager to
take advantage of the Asian traveller’s love
of brands – particularly luxury brands.
This year we welcome an unprecedented
74 new or returning exhibitors across all
categories, including Abiste, Amouage,
Brown Forman, Chocolat Valrhona,

The size of this year’s event is a
true reflection of a region that
continues to grow, and continues
to enthral us with its levels of
investment, exceptional growth
figures, and sheer dynamism.

Clarins, Colibri, Diageo, Erno Laszlo,
Haribo World Travel Retail, Hugo Boss,
L’Oreal Luxe Travel Retail Asia Pacific,
Marcorossi, National Geographic, Parker,
Red Bull Racing Eyewear, Socatec, Troika
and Yves Rocher.
The commitment to this region is also
shown by the investment into stands –
three double-deckers grace the exhibition
hall from William Grant & Sons, Imperial
Tobacco and JTI. They look fabulous – as
do all the stands this year.
I wish you all a most successful and
enjoyable week.

Patrick Bouchard
Vice-President Commercial,
TFWA

TFWA Product Showcase

RESTAURANTS
E X C L U S I V E LY

Special TGV 60
Minute lunch menu
at $55++
The Shoppes at Marina Bay Sands
L2-01, Atrium 2
Tel: 6688 8513

F O R

T F WA

D E L E G AT E S :

10% DISCOUNT on
menu «A la carte»
with a complimentary
glass of wine

15% discount off ala
carte food & drinks

Complimentary Italian
Soda with Every Pizza

10% off on ala carte
food & drinks

The Shoppes at Marina Bay Sands
Restaurant: Galleria Level, B1-15
Tel: 6887 3311

The Shoppes at Marina Bay Sands
2 Bayfront Avenue L1-81
Tel: 6688 7367

The Shoppes at Marina Bay Sands
B1-42-46, Galleria Level
Tel: 6688 8522

The Shoppes at Marina Bay Sands
B1-01A, Galleria Level
Tel: 6688 7395

The TFWA Product Showcase provides a
dedicated online service for exhibitors to
present their products in advance of TFWA
Asia Pacific Conference & Exhibition. Visit
www.tfwaproductshowcase.com to find the
latest product news from many of the exciting brands that will be on show in Singapore.
Exhibiting companies across all product
categories have already uploaded product
information and photos to the website,
where visitors can search for products by
brand, company or product sector.
Scan this code to visit the
TFWA Product Showcase:

TERMS & CONDITIONS
• Valid for lunch & dinner
• Valid on all ala carte food & drink
• Discount is not valid with any other promotions, discounts, offers, vouchers or set menus
• Offer valid from 12th May 2013 - 16th May 2013
• Guests would be requested to show their event badge/ entry ticket when they request for the bill

RESTAURANTS

Reminder of new locations
Within the Marina Bay Sands Expo & Convention Center

FREE WiFi
www.tfwa.com

Free WiFi is available inside the exhibition
hall, starting on Tuesday.
Connect to: TFWA AP 2013

• Exhibition/One2One Lounge/
Press Centre & registration desks:
Basement 2

• TFWA offices: Level 3
• TFWA Asia Pacific Bar: Level 4
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conference & workshops report

Striving for
Perfection
Yesterday’s TFWA Asia Pacific Conference was truly engaging, providing a range of
perspectives on the central theme – ‘Striving for Perfection’. The eloquent speaker
line-up explored how new approaches in key areas of travel retail are enabling
operators and brands to engage the travelling consumer more effectively.
There was a record attendance of
more than 700 delegates at yesterday’s conference, highlighting both
the relevance of the theme to all
travel retail stakeholders, and the
dynamic nature of the industry in
the Asia Pacific region.
TFWA President Erik Juul-Mortensen
opened with his traditional State of the
Industry address, in which he provided
some impressive figures. Global travel
retail sales reached US$49 billion in 2012
– an increase on the US$46 billion achieved
the previous year. Projections indicate an
increase to US$64 billion by 2015.
Juul-Mortensen explained that the Asia
Pacific region remains the powerhouse
of growth, with a +16.3% year-onyear rise to US$18.6 billion in 2012.
Importantly, Asia Pacific is the biggest
single region in terms of global travel
retail sales. Sales of fashion & accessories were particularly impressive in
2012, recording a +18.9% increase.
The impact of China and Chinese travellers was also addressed. Juul-Mortensen
said that the quality of the inaugural
China’s Century Conference, which took
place in March, organised by TFWA and
APTRA, is testament to the industry’s
determination to develop world-class duty
free and travel retail in China. He added

that the emerging nations, including
Indonesia and Vietnam, are becoming
important travel retail players.
“Anyone who works in our industry knows
that perfection is an unattainable goal
– there is always something to be done.
The most important word in our theme
is ‘striving’ – working to achieve goals,”
commented Juul-Mortensen. “There is a
determination to keep pushing ourselves
to maintain the dynamism of our industry.
Asia Pacific is a pretty good place to look
to be inspired by great shopping experiences. Now is the time to act – to set an
even higher standard in our industry. It is
a challenge, as the bar in this region has
already been set very high.”
He also referred to the threats facing
the industry, such as the World Health
Organization’s determination to ban
tobacco sales, which is a threat to one
of the biggest categories and one of the
biggest footfall drivers in travel retail.
Juul-Mortensen concluded: “Striving to
be better at all the things we know we do
well helps us towards perfection. Striving
for perfection is about constant reinvention as much as new invention.”
Sunil Tuli, President, APTRA and Managing Director (Duty Free & Travel Retail),
King Power Group (HK), followed with an
insight into the importance of a partnership approach in striving for perfection.
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“One common view of perfection is that it
is unattainable. But by striving to achieve
it, we can achieve excellence along the
way. In our shops and airports, we have
made significant efforts to improve the
retail environment,” he said.
Tuli also referred to APTRA’s campaign to
encourage responsible retailing in duty
free & travel retail with the new Responsible Retail Training Programme, which,
designed in consultation with liquor
suppliers, will teach the principles of the
self-regulatory code of conduct for alcohol

01 TFWA President Erik Juul-Mortensen explained
that the Asia Pacific region remains the powerhouse of
growth in travel retail, with a +16.3% year-on-year rise
to US$18.6 billion in 2012.
02 Sunil Tuli, President, APTRA and Managing
Director (Duty Free & Travel Retail), King Power
Group (HK): “One common view of perfection is
that it is unattainable. But by striving to achieve
it, we can achieve excellence along the way.”
03 Speaking to the TFWA Daily after his keynote
address, was Dr Mahathir bin Mohamad, former Prime
Minister of Malaysia, commented: “Malaysia and the
Asia Pacific region as a whole will continue to grow
economically for some time. We are a trading nation
and are continuing to grow.”

03
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www.tfwa.com
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sales which APTRA launched last year.
Echoing the comments of JuulMortensen, Tuli also referred to the
threats facing the industry, including the
one bag rule being implemented by some
airlines, threats to liquor and tobacco
sales, and legislation on the carriage of
liquids, aerosols and gels (LAGs).
“To succeed together, we need to work
together. That means we need to care,
not just about our own business, but
the entire chain, as we all share that
same customer. If we share the same
values and principles of care across our
business, the customer will feel this is a
‘care-centric’ industry,” he stated.
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04 Dr Fan Gang, Director,
China National Economic
Research Institute and
Chairman, China Reform
Foundation: “I still believe
China has 10-20 years of
growing at a relatively high
level. We should prepare
for the long-term growth of
China and also of this region
as a whole.”
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05 Gilbert Ghostine,
President Asia Pacific,
Diageo: “Asia Pacific
now represents the most
exciting opportunity for
our industry in the world.”
Ghostine identified four key
qualities needed to seize
the growth opportunities
in Asia Pacific: leadership,
adaptability, partnership
and reputation.

Exceeding expectations
Gilbert Ghostine, President Asia Pacific,
Diageo, offered the perspective of the
world’s leading premium drinks company.
“Asia Pacific now represents the most exciting opportunity for our industry in the world.
But it also faces a number of economic
and political challenges,” he commented.
Ghostine identified four key qualities needed
to seize the growth opportunities in Asia
Pacific: leadership, adaptability, partnership
and reputation. He explained that consumers are looking for luxury travel retail
experiences that they will not be able to find
anywhere else.
“Asia Pacific is still growing more than
other parts of the world. Next year, Asia
will account for 40% of global luxury
demand – this is having a significant
impact on the travel retail industry. Asia
will continue to lead growth in the industry, with average annual growth of +6%.
Total alcohol beverage sales in Asia Pacific
are growing at a cumulative annual growth
rate of +7%,” explained Ghostine.
Central to striving for perfection, he added,
is engaging with consumers, who he
said now look not only for a product but
also a brand experience. “At Diageo, we
have created Johnnie Walker houses in
Shanghai and Beijing to promote the brand
in China,” he said. “Visitors can learn about
the origin and style of different Scotch
whiskies, can sample them, and can buy
special limited editions.”
Ghostine added that, last year, Diageo
launched a super-premium triple malt,
John Walker & Sons Odyssey, through its
Voyager campaign. The campaign paid
tribute to the time when ship captains were
paid on commission by the Walker family
to sell Johnnie Walker around the world.
“We will soon be opening some innovative luxury areas in several airports,
promoting travel retail exclusive products,
and creating a ‘halo effect’ around our
brands,” commented Ghostine. “Attention
to detail is critical, we will never achieve
perfection if we don’t exceed the expectations of the most discerning consumers.”
Dr Fan Gang, Director, China National
Economic Research Institute and Chairman, China Reform Foundation, an economist working on macro-economic issues,
examined future demand for luxury goods
among Chinese shoppers. “I travel a
lot, and see a lot of airports, which are
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increasingly designed in a way that you
have to walk through duty free shops to
reach gates,” he commented. “I believe
the real concerns in your minds are: Is
the Chinese economy slowing down? How
long will growth continue? How much will
Chinese consumption grow?”
While Chinese economic growth is slowing
– down from +14% in 2007 to currently
around +8%, he described this “new norm”
as “healthy, sustainable growth”. “I still
believe China has 10-20 years of growing at
a relatively high level. We should prepare
for the long-term growth of China and also
of this region as a whole,” he added.
Dr Gang explained that there is a structural
issue in the Chinese economy, in that
people and, in particular, corporations
are saving too much and consuming too
little. “The government has set a goal to
decrease saving and increase consumption, but I’m not too confident about this;
it will need some time,” he said. “The last
30 years saw reduction of poverty, the next
30 years will see real growth of the middle
class, and growth of travel. We need to
think about the long-term growth of China,
and the coming of new generations of
consumers who will contribute to growth.”

is one of the world’s biggest producers
of palm oil, which has been a major
contributor to its GDP.
Significantly, Malaysia has achieved
success with its tax free shops for
electronics and luxury items.
Malaysia’s main international airport
– Kuala Lumpur International Airport
(KLIA) – opened in 1998. The ambitious
US$3.5 billion project means the
airport can currently handle 40 million
passengers per year, with land set
aside enabling expansion to handle a
potential 145 million passengers per
year. There are plans in place for a third
runway. “We expect more growth and

more Chinese visitors,” commented Dr
Mahathir. “Growth has been very rapid, in
particular growth of low-cost traffic has
been unprecedented. AirAsia is one of the
fastest growing airlines in the world.”
Commenting specifically on China, he
added: “We have been doing business with
China for 2,000 years. The wrong thing to
do is think of China as a threat. We need
to accept that China is there; for Malaysia
the population of China – 1.4 billion –
means we can sell more palm oil to them.
We look upon China as a potential market.
They are going to send out 250 million
tourists every year – some of them will
come to Malaysia.”

05

Geopolitical challenges
The final distinguished keynote speaker
was Dr Mahathir bin Mohamad, former
Prime Minister of Malaysia and the
country’s longest-serving leader. Dr
Mahathir discussed the challenges he
overcame in helping position Malaysia as
a leading economy in South-East Asia,
and looked at the geopolitical challenges
ahead for Asian economies.
Dr Mahathir was Prime Minister of
Malaysia from 1981 to 2003; his economic
policies contributed to the strong growth
of Malaysia. “Malaysia is a unique
country – a multi racial country,” he
commented. “Over the last 56 years,
Malaysia has been relatively stable. We
have elections – 13 so far – and those
elections were relatively quiet. Malaysia
will continue to remain stable, and to be
friendly to the business community.”
The political stability in the country has
made economic growth possible. Malaysia

www.tfwa.com
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Perfect Journey

Faizah Khairuddin, Senior General Manager of Commercial Services, Malaysia Airports Holding Berhad: “Whatever
the customer wants we set up to create, and the customers are telling us they want exciting travel retail innovation
that embodies a new and dynamic era, where facilities are future orientated with robust offerings and an experience
that is unconventional.”

TFWA ASIA PACIFIC CONFERENCE & EXHIBITION tuesday 14 may 2013

“As a brand, can we create a perfect
journey? No sorry, we can’t. Can
we strive to try and just sometimes
create a perfect moment? Yes, we
can,” Ian Taylor, Global Marketing
Manager, William Grant & Sons,
said in his address at Workshop A:
Perfect Journey.
Looking at the part that terminal design,
communication, and technology can play
in engaging today’s traveller, the session
highlighted the remarkable feats that can
be achieved in transforming shopping into
a key component of the airport journey.
Moderated by The Moodie Report’s Vice
Chairman and Editorial Director, Dermot
Davitt, the workshop was a meeting of the
most creative and cutting-edge concepts
in travel retail – those that take the airport
journey as close to perfection as it can get.
For the first time in front of an audience of
its size, Faizah Khairuddin, Senior General
Manager of Malaysia Airports Holding
Berhad, gave a captivating insight into
the ingenuity behind the planning of the
new KLIA2 terminal and it’s unique retail
proposition, ELITE – Experiential, Liberating, Innovative, Thrilling and Ever-changing – designed to turn passengers into
retail explorers, who start their excursion
not at their destination but in the airport
commercial space.

Ian Taylor delivered his stimulating vision
on how a brand’s essence can be brought
to life, based on principles developed
at William Grant & Sons. “If we follow
the same route as everyone else and do
all the same things people are going to
ignore us,” he said. “There is such blanket
coverage that people are only looking for
the brands they want see. That means
we have to act differently, create some
theatre, jolt people out of their standard
ways by giving them something they’re not
expecting. If we don’t, passengers will just
flow through without stopping to take the
time to think.”
Lorenzo ‘Enchong’ Formoso, COO, Duty
Free Philippines, told the workshop: “We
at Duty Free Philippines recognise each of
our markets as unique, and despite these
markets’ different needs and aspirations,
we bridge them all together by turning the
shopping experience into perfect journey.”
The diversity of the Philippines’ passenger
throughput puts DFP in a unique position,
to deliver something special to each and
every traveller that epitomises its ‘More
Fun in the Philippines’ maxim.
The workshop made clear that, though
absolute perfection across the entire airport
journey may not be entirely possible, in retail,
it is the pursuit of perfection that enables
brands, retailers and airports to deliver a
truly extraordinary passenger experience.

perfect pitch
Three key figures from three
different sectors of travel retail
met to address an engaged and
intrigued audience in Workshop B:
Perfect Pitch.
Monet S. Aluquin, Assistant Vice President of Airside Concessions Division,
Changi Airport; Steffan Brandt, CEO
Heinemann Asia Pacific; and Eva Yu,
Managing Director, L’Oreal Luxe Travel
Retail Asia Pacific, were the three chosen
speakers, as each was able to provide a
unique, integral insight into the working
of travel retail.
Aluquin provided the point of view of the
‘landlord’, as she put it. She emphasised
Changi’s major efforts towards creating
one singular, converged experience at the
airport – a personalised, stress free and
positive shopping experience.
Changi has strived to provide tenant
stores with as much operational assistance and support as possible. An online
portal allows retailers to access customer
feedback from anywhere, at anytime
– increasing passenger feedback from
55,000 responses per annum in 2010 to
2.3 million in 2012.
Brandt offered the perspective of the
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retailer and the tenant. He stressed the
enormous importance of the relationship
dynamic – specifically sharing. That is, the
sharing of everything, from information to
commitment to gains and losses.
He explained how different rental models
needed to be explored to ensure the
ability for long-term relationships to
be established, as well as customercentric retailing. Every decision taken
needed to be made with the goal of
strengthening the travel retail market
in mind. With that comes growth,
income, and a satisfied shopper.
The third point of the retail trinity was Yu,
representing the supplier and the embodiment of a brand itself. She expressed
two common goals. The first was, whilst
obvious, still a key need being ignored – to
increase footfall. Currently passengers
spend 50% of their time in airports sitting,
and only 50% will even enter a shop.
The second common goal is to create a
‘global traveller’. Retail must move away
from the current dynamic of treating
passengers by their destination, and begin
target them by nationality and class, as
well as previous spending habits.
All three speakers agreed in concluding
that retail services offered at airports

'Perfect Pitch' was the name given to the morning's Workshop B, wherein the speakers explained how cooperation
and collaboration between the three cornerstones of travel retail can create a better experience for all involved.

must, ultimately, be up to the standards
of no one but the customer. It is intrinsically linked to the standard of the overall

airport experience – the better the airport,
the happier the traveller, the more money
they are willing to spend

www.tfwa.com
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e-perfect
In a world where the internet is
completely ubiquitous and everybody is connected, how is it that
brands are still oblivious to the
power of social media? TFWA called
upon some of the industry’s most
knowledgeable speakers to address
the issue.

plays a huge part. She emphasised that
social media cannot be an afterthought
– it requires dedicated resources, and it
should be treated as an extension of the
physical business. Every employee in
every division must collaborate with the
social media division, not work around it.
Jens Thraenhart, Co-Founder of Dragon
Trail, expanded upon Rodriguez’s
message with some incredible insights on
social media in China – the one market
every business is desperate to tap in to.

John McDonnell, President and Chief
Operating Officer for Patrón Spirits
International summarised the feeling
amongst his peers perfectly when he said,
“The internet has opened the door, but it
is up to us to walk through it.”
Many major companies in the US, whilst
late to the party, have serious plans to
increase their social media presence. On
average, they plan to invest 25% of their
overall marketing budget in social media
– an increase of $7bn to $14bn.
McDonnell’s key point was to stay ahead
of the curve – Patrón regularly scores
18.8% social media interaction, a whole
10% more than its market competitors,
thus enabling it to cement its position as a
premium brand.
Stephanie Rodrizuez, CEO of Sticki
Digital Media, had a wealth of advice to
offer to an industry where social media
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41.2% of the Chinese population currently
has an online presence. By 2015, they are
expected to make up 20% of the entire
planet’s online presence.
80% of luxury fashion brands, who
enjoy enormous success in China,
are on Chinese social media monolith
Sina Weibo – the correlation is no
coincidence.
Sang J. Ahn and Youngwook Yoo, representing consulting and retail for Incheon
International Airport, extended their

knowledge from the inside of the
Asian business scene.
They explained that Incheon, which
has the world’s largest travel retail
gross, was built with commerciality
in mind. Whilst passenger throughput
only increased by four million in 2012,
Incheon’s concession sales doubled –
bringing non-aeronautical revenue to
over 30% of the airport’s total. This is
the full impact of an effective social
media strategy in action.

After lunch, an all social media panel assembled for the 'e-Perfect' workshop, wherein the
state of social media in the travel retail sector was taken apart and thoroughly diagnosed,
with insight from every conceivable angle.

Perfection personified
Being ‘China ready’, rewarding
excellent customer service and
instilling a sense of fun into travel
retail will ensure customers spend
more and spend again.
Those were the conclusions from
yesterday’s Perfection Personified
workshop, which invited captains of
the industry to discuss strategies
in improving customer service and
boosting sales.
Andrew Gardiner, General Manager
of Retail at Sydney Airport, took to the
floor first to explain the importance
of knowing new customers before
they have arrived. “Customer service
needs to constantly adapt to meet the
changing customer profile,” he said.
“With increasing numbers of Chinese
passengers we’re constantly looking
at ways of improving the experience
for Chinese speaking customers.”
So far Sydney Airport has recruited
Mandarin-speaking staff and has
had signs translated into Chinese,
measures which will go a long way,
according to Trevor Lee, Managing
Director of TravConsult. “If the
great English playwright, William
Shakespeare were alive today and
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was a travel journalist he might ask:
‘To be China ready or not to be China
ready, that is the question’,” said
Lee, adding that the industry must
not pursue Chinese retailers at the
expense of other customers. “You
can overdo it where another market
gets put off.”
Lee believes treating all nationalities
the same, while understanding their
different characters is vital for retail
success. “If you engage them in the
right way, there’s a chance you might
win them over.”
Rachael Green, Recruitment and
Employee Development Manager
at Dubai Duty Free, also took to
the floor to explain how rewarding
employees at Dubai Airport has
increased sales and decreased staff
turnover. “That’s no coincidence,” she
said. “It’s about catching staff doing
something right and rewarding them
– it’s about having fun.”
Dubai Duty Free employs ‘Gotcha
Watchers’ to observe staff and reward
those who demonstrate excellent
customer service with gifts, trips
and even money. Staff training has
also helped boost sales at Dubai
International Airport and product

Being ‘China ready’, rewarding excellent customer service and instilling a sense of fun into travel retail will ensure
customers spend more and spend again were the conclusions from yesterday’s Perfection Personified workshop.

trevor lee:
“If you engage them in the right
way, there’s a chance you might
win them over.”
knowledge is the cornerstone of that,
added Green.
John Garner of the Duty Free Air and
Ship Supply (DFASS) echoed Green’s
sentiments. “Recognition of people

who deliver exceptional customer
service, language skills and
personality are absolutely essential,”
said the Group Deputy Chairman and
President of DFASS Asia Pacific.
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Considering the non-shopper
opportunity, Stasiulevicuis
identified some priority
activities that retailers and
brands should consider when
wanting to drive penetration.

Closing
Plenary
Yesterday’s Closing Plenary session saw two
powerful perspectives on the challenges the
industry faces in better serving travelling
consumers. Delegates heard from Garry
Stasiulevicuis, Managing Director, Counter
Intelligence Retail, and Anson Bailey, Principal
Business Development, KPMG China.
TFWA recently commissioned a global
study on non-shoppers from industry
research specialist Counter Intelligence
Retail. Stasiulevicuis presented some of
the key findings from the report, including some fascinating figures.
“As an industry, we are nowhere
near attracting the majority of
shoppers into stores. 52% of regular
international travellers never enter
duty free stores, and 48% of international travellers occasionally enter
duty free stores,” he explained.
When considering the non-shopper
opportunity, Stasiulevicuis identified
some priority activities that retailers and
brands should consider when wanting
to drive penetration: Heighten the levels
of pre-awareness of the shopping offer

through improved and targeted communication prior to travel, considering the
booking and pre-airport touch points;
focus on the communication of value and
competitive pricing versus home markets;
offer solutions to make carriage easier
through the process and consider ways to
allow travellers to shop in a more convenient and efficient manner – use of technology and online tools should be considered
a priority; offer incentives to enter and
shop stores at key points of the airport
journey – simple discount vouchers at the
point of being handed/printed a boarding
card have proven to be successful.
“The three main barriers to non-shoppers
entering and purchasing are lost
relevance, other activities, and value
perception. More than 90% of Asian
non-shoppers identified these three

things as the biggest barriers,” said
Stasiulevicuis.
He added: “A high percentage of
non-shoppers state that the airport
process has a negative impact on their
desire to shop. The security process,
anxiety travel, time to gate and airport
navigation are all reasons for not
shopping. Other barriers include value,
concerns over carriage and a feeling that
the duty free store has a lack of relevance
to their potential shopping needs.”
Bailey followed with another absorbing
address, in which he highlighted the
findings of KPMG’s Global Reach of China
Luxury study. These include the fact that
the number of mainland Chinese respondents travelling overseas increased to 71%
in 2012 from 53% in 2008; 72% of survey
respondents said they purchase luxury

items during overseas trips with cosmetics, watches and bags the most popular;
the rise of digital and social media has
also helped to increase exposure for
luxury brands with significant smartphone
and tablet adoption; brand recognition
continues to increase; and Chinese
consumers also distinguish among
countries of origin and associate certain
countries with particular products.
“Growing connoisseurship remains, but
is mainly driven by value appreciation,”
explained Bailey. “Overseas travel is very
popular and has grown significantly since
we first did the study in 2008; it is also
expected to grow further in the coming
years. Chinese luxury consumers are very
tech-savvy, and they do a lot of homework
online. The new digital consumers in
China are absolutely on the move.”

Bailey: “We are going to
see a greater impact of the
travelling Chinese consumer
as the aspirational middle
class starts to expand both in
China and around the region.”

TFWA Industry
Association
Working Lunch
Yesterday’s TFWA Industry Association Working Lunch provided an
opportunity to discuss regulatory
and other issues facing the industry in Asia Pacific and beyond. The
regional industry associations
gave an update on progress and
on the likely next steps regarding
various challenges to the regional
and global business.
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TFWA
Asia
Pacific
Bar
The popular TFWA Asia Pacific Bar
opened yesterday evening. Established
as the ideal on-site networking venue,
this year it features a fabulous outdoor
terrace. Open today and tomorrow
between 18:00 and 19:30, it is located on
Level 4 of the Marina Bay Sands Expo &
Convention Center.

ONE�ONE meetings service
The ONE2ONE pre-scheduled meetings service is a key component of the TFWA Asia Pacific
Conference & Exhibition agenda, bringing airports and airlines together with retailers,
brands and concessionaires. Among the strong delegation of the region’s most dynamic
airports that are participating is Airport Authority Hong Kong.

ONE2ONE airports
• Abu Dhabi Airports Company (ADAC)
• Airport Authority Hong Kong
• Bangalore International Airport Limited
• Beijing Capital Airport Commercial
& Trading Co Ltd
• Brisbane Airport Corporation
• Cairns Airport Pty Ltd
• Cambodia Airports
• Centrair Passenger Service Co Ltd

Hong Kong International Airport
(HKIA) achieved an annual passenger record of 56.5 million in 2012,
representing a +4.7% increase
year-on-year. The latest available
figures for March show that this
success has continued into 2013.
Five million passengers were handled in
March – a +8% rise compared with last
year. The airport is being expanded with a
new Midfield Concourse, which is scheduled for completion by the end of 2015.
Airport Authority Hong Kong’s objectives
at the ONE2ONE meetings are to meet
new retail prospects that can enhance the
brand mix at HKIA, and to find out about
the latest travel retail trends and airport
commercial developments.
Albert Yau, General Manager, Retail &
Advertising, Airport Authority Hong Kong,
explained that the top-selling categories at
HKIA are clothing, cosmetics, and liquor &
tobacco. Key retail developments include
the East Hall Icon Shops, which will be
completed in the second half of 2013. Yau
said that this will create two iconic doublestorey retail outlets to satisfy demand for
prime space at the forefront of the luxury
brand boulevard. It will also improve
passenger circulation and enhance
passenger service facilities. Food & beverage options are being expanded in two
phases. Firstly, a Hong Kong style coffee
shop offering local flavours and a restaurant offering international food choices,
including Asian and Western cuisine,
opened in November 2012. Secondly, two
more restaurants offering traditional Chinese
food and a Japanese restaurant providing
new-style Japanese-Western offers will open
in Q3 2013.
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ONE2ONE with:
Airport Authority
Hong Kong

• Central Japan International Airport Co Ltd
• Chengdu Shuangliu International Airport
• Chongqing Airport Group Co Ltd
• Delhi International Airport
• Dubai Airports
• Erdos Airport Trading Co Ltd
• Fukuoka Airport Building Co Ltd
• Guangzhou Baiyun International Airport
• Haikou Meilan International Airport
• Hangzhou Xiaoshan International Airport
• Incheon International Airport Corporation
• Japan Airport Terminal Co Ltd
• Korea Airports Corporation (KAC)
• Malaysia Airports (NIAGA)
• Malaysia Airports Group (MAHB)
• Maldives Airport Co Ltd
• Narita International Airport Corporation
• Perth Airport
• Sydney Airport Corporation Ltd
• Tokyo International Air Terminal
Corporation (TIAT)
• Xi’an Xianyang International Airport

ONE2ONE airlines
• AirAsia Berhad
• Air Busan
• All Nippon Airways Trading Co. Ltd. (ANA)
• Asiana Airlines/Cabin Commerce Team
• Bangkok Airways Co Ltd
• Cathay Pacific Airways Limited
• Cebu Pacific Air
• Druk Air Corporation (Royal Bhutan Airlines)
• Emirates Airline
• Etihad Airways
Airport Authority Hong Kong’s objectives at the ONE2ONE meetings are to meet new retail prospects
that can enhance the brand mix at HKIA, and to find out about the latest travel retail trends and
airport commercial developments.

The retail layout in the West Hall is also being
enhanced, with valuable space being released
by relocating the common use lounge. A new
food court concept is to be introduced and
additional retail space created.
Yau explained that Airport Authority Hong
Kong’s strategy to maximise commercial
revenues is four-fold:
• Establishing innovative and unique
retail and catering concepts, while
enhancing the passenger experience;

• Refining the brand mix to match
changing customer needs, thereby
increasing penetration rates;
• Relocating low value shops and
releasing prime sites for revenue
maximisation; and
• Sustaining revenue growth by
revamping existing and new advertising
facilities/retail area, thus enhancing
asset productivity.

• EVA Airways Corporation
• Hong Kong Dragon Airlines Ltd
• Japan Airlines Co Ltd
• Jet Airways
• KLM Inflight Retail & Media
• Korean Air/Catering & Inflight Sales
Business Division
• Lufthansa Worldshop GmbH
• Mandarin Airlines
• Myanmar Airways International Co Ltd
• Philippine Airlines
• Singapore Airlines
• Transasia Airways

MTR
• MTR Corporation Ltd
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Debuting at
TFWA Asia Pacific
There are 74 companies either exhibiting at
TFWA Asia Pacific Conference & Exhibition for
the first time or returning after an absence.
Here, we highlight a selection.

Erno Laszlo 01

ARTÉ Madrid 02

Stand D2

Stand A31

Who are you?

Why exhibit now?

Who are you?

What are your objectives?

Recently acquired by Charles Denton, the
new CEO and his team are re-launching
Erno Laszlo with a renewed vision built
upon the brand’s enduring philosophy.
Driven to regain the brand’s status as
the ‘authority in skincare’, the new Erno
Laszlo team has embarked on an uncompromising approach to once again create
products of integrity that meet the specific
and individual demands of each and
every client.

We are making a comeback on the
international scene after many years
as we have opened several markets in
Asia and are now expanding. We have a
strong presence in Hong Kong and opened
in Taiwan in September 2012. We are
opening in Singapore within the next few
months and are in negotiations for other
regional markets, such as China and
Korea. The logical step is now to explore
the travel retail market in the region.

ARTÉ was born of a deep Spanish passion
and commitment to a world brimming
with colour, beauty, fashion and imagination. ARTÉ, the Spanish word for art,
poetically describes the distinctive design
philosophy and craftsmanship behind
ARTÉ Madrid. It all began in 1898 when
the originators of ARTÉ – the Barranco
Family – decided to exhibit their passion
for art and jewellery by transforming it
into a business.

We will showcase our latest collections
with over 100 new products created by our
Spanish design team. The highlight will be
our flagship jewellery collection – ‘Deseo’,
‘Oriental’ and ‘Dark Allure’. The collection
offers a charismatic visual appeal with
22 stones in assorted colours and sizes
bursting with glistening shimmer. We
hope to meet as many business partners
as possible, create new business and
develop existing relationships.

Who buys your products?

What are your objectives?

Who buys your products?

What is your USP?

Erno Laszlo has a very broad clientele,
women and men from 25 to 80, called
‘devotees’. The results that men and
women achieve with Erno Laszlo, and the
confidence they feel in their skin, reinforce
their dedication – a devotion that spans
decades, even generations. Erno Laszlo
created the ‘best cleansing system in
the world’ and addresses regimen for all
possible skin types, providing answers for
all skin needs and problems – firming,
repairing, and hydrating.

We will meet with travel retail operators
from the Asia Pacific region, and aim to be
more visible as the ‘authority in skincare’.

Individual ladies who desire uniqueness
and contemporary elegance definitely love
our products. ‘A Taste of Mine’ is the ARTÉ
brand philosophy. It defines a woman’s
desire to boastfully reveal her unique
taste, femininity and individuality anytime,
anywhere and in any attire of her choice.

Design, craftsmanship and materials
reveal the uniqueness of our products. In
view of the constraints posed by natural
gemstones to jewellery design, ARTÉ
committed itself to the development of a
‘synthetic gemstone’ in a Swiss laboratory
in the 19th century. Similar to diamond,
the hardness level of the synthetic
gemstone is between 8.5 and 9.5, which
is almost equivalent to the hardness level
10 of a diamond. Besides, its refraction
level and scintillating effect, as well as its
colour, surpasses the colour (D-colour) of
a diamond. Moreover, the purity (IF grade)
is 5% higher than that of a diamond.

What is your USP?
Erno Laszlo created principles – rituals,
steps and skin personalities setting it
apart from any other skincare regimen
and revealing the ‘Laszlo glow’.

Why exhibit now?
ARTÉ has established a significant
presence onboard some of the major Asian
airlines. ARTÉ plans to maintain its pace
of growth in travel retail and continue to
work on building its worldwide travel retail
distribution infrastructure. So we decided
to exhibit at TFWA Asia Pacific Conference & Exhibition this year to reinforce its
presence across Asia Pacific and meet top
industry decision makers in person.

Stand G1
w w w. t r a v e l - b l u e . c o m
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new & returning exhibitors

03

04

02
Mademoiselle de Margaux 03
Stand A25

Luzhou Laojiao International
Development 04
Stand P31

Who are you?

Why exhibit now?

Who are you?

Why exhibit now?

Since its creation in 1969, Mademoiselle
de Margaux French chocolate factory
has been set up in a wine storehouse
surrounded by renowned vineyards in
the heart of Margaux in the Médoc. This
unique setting amidst great Châteaux
has inspired a unique know-how, offering
three chocolate specialties made with
pure cocoa butter:
Les Sarments du Médoc – elegant twigs of
fine chocolate with delicious fruity notes.
Les Perles du Médoc – crafted from
golden raisin with hints of peach and
apricot coated in dark chocolate.
La Guinette – delicate mix of three
flavours, cherry, Armagnac and chocolate,
each coming in turn – a sheer delight for
connoisseurs of refined enjoyment.

Mademoiselle de Margaux chocolates are
sold in selective shops and were only introduced in the Paris airports a few years ago,
where they have become very successful
among international travellers in search
of a delicate and refined chocolate taste.
We would like to invite Asian travellers to
discover the unique world of Mademoiselle
de Margaux, which combines wine, liquor
and chocolate spirit.

Luzhou Laojiao Co., Ltd is one of the
biggest listed companies in the Chinese
liquor industry. The company owns the
world’s largest brewing cellars. The
Luzhou Laojiao brand is one of the four
famous liquors with the longest history
in China. It enjoys a wide reputation in
China and among overseas Chinese.
The premium brand ‘National Cellar
1573’ is one of the top three premium
Chinese liquor brands. On 26 September
2012, Luzhou Laojiao Co., Ltd, China
Ocean Shipping (Group) Company, China
Merchants Group and China Travel
Service (Holdings) Hong Kong Ltd jointly
established Luzhou Laojiao International
Development (HK) Co Ltd, which marks
the official launch of Luzhou Laojiao’s
global expansion strategy.

To benefit from the professional channels
provided by TFWA to expand our sales
territory. Our sales territory is mainly
concentrated in Asia Pacific at present,
but we would like to increase our brand
influence and cooperate with partners
from other regions.

Who buys your products?
Lovers of fine and delicate chocolate with
fruity notes, and also those who share the
passion to experience the taste of wine,
liquor, champagne and chocolate. Our
chocolates are presented in fancy, unique
colour gift packaging, with a pure, fresh
and modern look – the perfect gift for any
seasonal and festive events.

www.tfwa.com

What are your objectives?
To introduce a new approach in travel
retail, with a cross-selling strategy with
the chocolate and wine & spirits categories. To invite travellers who buy wine
& spirits to get into the Mademoiselle
de Margaux chocolates world and invite
premium chocolate lovers to the wine &
spirits world. Our objective is also to catch
new customers and to focus on a new
gifting and emotional approach.

What is your unique selling
point (USP)?
Under a unique and attractive brand
name, Mademoiselle de Margaux,
Asian travellers will discover the taste
of delicate and high quality chocolate
inspired by the great vineyards. It is a very
unique French chocolate gift collection
that is exclusive to travel retail.

What are your objectives?
To find distributors all over the world.

What is your USP?
Luzhou Laojiao is one of the best Chinese
liquor brands, as well as the representative of strong aroma liquor with the
largest sales in China. As a symbol
of Chinese culture, Luzhou Laojiao
successfully interprets the value and
connotation of Chinese culture with its
superior quality.

Who buys your products?
We initially focus on Chinese travellers,
who are now becoming a strong purchasing power in global travel retail, and will
then try to attract travellers from Asia,
America and Europe by establishing our
brand as a symbol of Chinese culture.
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Visit us at stand G9

www.troika.org

Pocket LamP
TROIKA lets the light blossom ...
With its LED lamp, the pretty petal
torch provides perfect illumination
to aid you in handbag searches and
unlocking doors and even creates a
lovely atmosphere.
Just pull on the cord.

TOR11/CO

Booth No.

H25
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Evening events

social programme

TFWA Asia
Pacific Bar
Tuesday 14 May to Wednesday
15 May, 18:00-19:30
The TFWA Asia Pacific Bar, which this year
features an outdoor terrace, has become firmly
established as the ideal onsite networking venue.
It is perfect for informal meetings or a break
from the exhibition floor. Delegates can conclude
their day with complimentary drinks from 18:00.

The DFNI Asia/
Pacific Awards
for travel-retail
excellence 2013
Tonight, 19:30
Mandarin Oriental, Hotel poolside
This year’s Chill-Out Party features a playground
theme. The focus is firmly on fun, with pinball,
pool, darts and table football among the many
games to be played. Also on offer will be relaxing massages by professional therapists.
By invitation only
Dress code: Casual
A shuttle service will operate from
all major hotels

Kindly sponsored by:

Tonight, 18:00, Marina Bay Sands Expo
& Convention Center, Begonia Ballroom
3004, Level 3
DFNI Asia/Pacific Awards for travelretail excellence 2013 recognise the
achievement of the Asia/Pacific travel
retail industry, with awards in several
categories decided by a vote open to all
companies operating
in the region.
Open to all TFWA Asia Pacific Conference
& Exhibition participants.
Dress code: Business

SINGAPORE

WEDNESDAY 15 MAY

ALKAFF MANSION
19.30

Wednesday 15 May, 19:30,
Alkaff Mansion
The Singapore Swing Party is always a
highlight of the week. This year guests will
be transported back to the roaring twenties
for a night of dining, dancing, jazz and casino
entertainment at one of Singapore’s most
spectacular venues. The historic Alkaff Mansion
provides a sumptuous setting, looking out over
its 19-hectare park with the sea below.
By invitation only
Dress code: Smart Casual
A shuttle service will operate from all
major hotels

women in travel
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Wit meeting
Around 40 of the industry’s foremost
female figures gathered yesterday evening
for the Women in Travel (WiT) meeting at
the TFWA Asia Pacific Bar, to discuss this
year’s WiT charity – Hong Kong-based
NGO A Drop of Life. The charity brings
water and hope to remote villages in

China, and WiT’s goal is to raise enough
funds to contribute to a water dam sufficient
to supply a whole village, at a cost of around
$40,000. La Prairie Group’s Tina Tam – one
of the women behind this year’s WiT special
project – explained that more than $5,000
has already been collected for the cause.

Pashma party
Aman and Siddharth Kumar, Directors of Pashma
– a family run pashmina business – hosted
a Champagne party for friends and business
associates yesterday evening. Pashma can be
found in the exhibition hall at Stand M8.

TFWA ASIA PACIFIC
conference & exhibition 2013

liquor & tobacco

supplement
©2013 GREY GOOSE, THE GREY GOOSE BOTTLE DESIGNS AND THE GEESE DEVICES ARE TRADEMARKS AND/OR REGISTERED TRADEMARKS. IMPORTED BY GREY GOOSE IMPORTING COMPANY, CORAL GABLES, FL. VODKA 40% ALC. BY VOL.: FLAVORED VODKAS EACH 40% ALC. BY VOL. -DISTILLED FROM GRAIN.

0001966 BACARDI
Apr. 19, 2013
Grey Goose Cherry Noir GGAD-910
0001966_GGAD910_PPS

Discover the exceptional taste
of Grey Goose Cherry Noir.
G R E YG O O S E . C O M
L i ke U s a t Fa ce b o o k .co m /G rey G o o s e
S I P R E S P O N S I B LY
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liquor feature

01

Liquid
assets

02

03

The travel retail landscape is the perfect
modelling runway for many a head-turning
drinks display. But now, spirits, wines and beers
have begun to innovate further with new flavours
and packaging to generate high sales. Jessica
Mason looks at how the category has evolved.
“Variety is the most important value now and travel retail
understands this,” commented
Giovanni Savio, Ufficio Stampa, at
Bottega S.p.A. (Stand M9), adding
that successful operators are those
that give space to variety.
Over the last 10 years, there has been
phenomenal growth in luxury products
across Asia. “The general trend is still
towards premiumisation and exclusivity
in travel retail,” said Matthew Hodges,
Marketing & Business Development
Director – GTR, Rémy Cointreau Global
Travel Retail (Stand E2). “Rémy Cointreau
brands have responded with a superb
collection of premium and superpremium limited editions, such as Louis
XIII Rare Cask, and also travel retail
exclusive lines which appeal particularly
to those who want a known high quality

www.tfwa.com

brand but want something slightly different than they can buy at home.”
In many ways, this means that consumers’ desire for something outstanding that
they’ve never tried before can appeal. But
it also means that recognisable wellknown drinks brands are starting to offer
more innovative variants that make good
impulse buys, gifts or destination drinks.
The vodka category in particular has
been doing this for some time to boost its
appeal, with many big brands presenting
their entire range as a way to showcase
the variety available. “The Stolichnaya
range of vodka – Premium, Flavoured,
Gold, elit – is present in most of the
Asian airports, where the vodka category
is growing,” explained Jean-Philippe
Aucher, Spokesperson, SPI Group (Stand
F28).
And this goes for wine too. For instance,
Gérard Bertrand’s (Stand H5) new ‘6ème

sens’ (Sixth Sense) range is “an invitation
to discover the abundant personality of
the wines of the South of France. Their
enticing flavours are born of a blend of
typical Mediterranean grape varieties,”
said Spokesperson Christophe Balay.
Bottega Gold has been Bottega’s first
“glamour sparkling wine” with its
precious golden bottle. In addition, this
year, it launched Bottega Rose Gold,
characterised by a pink bottle and a
selection of Pinot Nero vinified in rosé.
But wine isn’t all Bottega does. This year,

01 International Beverage is showcasing
The Old Pulteney ‘Lighthouse’ Series, which
features three distinctive new expressions
of the award-winning ‘maritime malt’.
02 Bottega S.p.A. has this year launched
Bottega Rose Gold, which is characterised
by a pink bottle and a selection of Pinot
Nero vinified in rosé.
03 Anthony Budd, Managing Director,
Diverse Flavours, stated that the company’s
“business model of flexibility, speed and
service offers customers the opportunity to
consolidate great wines from multiple wine
estates with ease and reliability”.
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it completes a selection of liqueurs with a
Limoncino cream produced with lemons
from Sicily.
Sticking with the golden theme, Lateltin’s
(Stand G31) Gold Schnee range includes
two liqueurs. “They are cinnamon and
mandarin flavoured, both of them elaborated with natural flavours. Real gold
flakes give them an extra touch of luxury
and underline their high quality. The gold
flakes are also the reason for the brand’s
name: Gold Schnee means ‘gold snow’ in
German,” explained Andrea Mani, Spokesperson at Lateltin.
Corinne Bucchioni, Spokesperson at
Armagnac Janneau (Stand A26) said that
quality can be measured. “Janneau is the
leading Armagnac brand in travel retail
in Western and Eastern Europe, including
Russia & CIS with a premium positioning. We can proudly declare to be the
most awarded Armagnac in the world for
quality,” she added.
Patrón Spirits International’s (Stand L25)
tequilas and liqueurs, Ultimat vodka and
Pyrat rum, are all ultra-premium, luxury
white spirits. Vince Santos, Patrón Spirits
VP for Asia/Pacific, explained that what
Patrón offers is always of a “high-quality”,
suggesting that that is what gives it an
edge over the competition.

Travel retail appeal
Addressing whether a drinks offer meets
the need of its audience, there are ways
a drinks company can adapt its offering.
Anthony Budd, Managing Director at
Diverse Flavours (Stand A7) stated that
the company’s “business model of flexibility, speed and service offers customers
the opportunity to consolidate great wines
from multiple wine estates with ease and
reliability”.
Plus, there are many propositions out
there specifically tuned and tweaked to
appeal within the travel retail sector.
William Grant & Sons (Stand N19) is
showcasing a travel retail exclusive – the
Triple Cask range features 12 year old, 16
year old and 25 year old variants of The
Balvenie. They are matured in the three
most traditional types of cask: first-fill
bourbon, refill bourbon and sherry; all in a
large wooden vessel known as a marrying
tun. Kristy Ryan, Business Development

07
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04
04 Bacardi Global Travel Retail is presenting
Bombay Sapphire East, the first new London Dry
gin to join the Bombay gin family since the launch
of Bombay Sapphire itself 25 years ago. It is
continuing to make an impact in travel retail.
05 Lateltin is showcasing ProVokant – a young,
fancy range of vodka liqueurs in trendy colours.
ProVokant Pure is a pure grain vodka, while the
coloured ProVokant vodkas are vodka-based
liqueurs. Each colour has its own,
characteristic flavour.
06 Brown-Forman has launched Jack Daniel’s
Sinatra Select at Changi Airport. Meanwhile,
Jack Daniel’s Tennessee Honey is also
performing very well.

06

07 Armagnac Janneau is exhibiting for the
first time at TFWA Asia Pacific Conference &
Exhibition. Spokesperson Corinne Bucchioni
commented: “Janneau is the leading
Armagnac brand in travel retail in Western
and Eastern Europe.”

Manager, Australasia & South Pacific
at William Grant & Sons, explained that
this provides international travellers with
the opportunity to discover more from a
differentiated range of handcrafted single
malt whiskies.
Zonin (Stand K27) also has what it calls
a “tailor-made business plan” for travel
retail. “Zonin has adopted a much more
market oriented approach to international
business, tailoring custom-made business
plans for each country and industry, with
the belief that each market is different
and unique,” commented Alessandra
Zambonin, International Press & Communication Manager.
Meanwhile, Vinprom Peshtera (Stand C6)
is making its debut at TFWA Asia Pacific

05
Conference & Exhibition, presenting its
Black Ram whisky with a new masculine
bottle design – not so much a tailor-made
approach, but certainly identifying how
drinks can be targeted with a direct
consumer in mind.
Rémy Cointreau brands are constantly
innovating in terms of packaging and
merchandising. “At TFWA World Exhibition, we announced 14 new products of
which half are being rolled out in the first
six months of this year. These include
Rémy Martin VSOP Cannes Limited
Edition 2013 which is decorated with
all the glitz and glamour for which its
namesake, the Cannes Film Festival is
famous. We have St-Rémy Une Nuit á
Paris limited edition, which we expect
to roll out soon close behind the new
St-Rémy á la Crème, which we launched
last year,” said Hodges. “Cointreau Une
Soirée á Paris, with images of Parisian
night life on the sleeve, will follow the
new luxurious Cointreau Noir which is
now appearing in the market. Mount Gay
is delivering enhanced packaging for its
range, which will give it a head start as it
embarks on the Asian markets. Russian
Standard Gold in its beautiful embossed
bottle is a worthy addition to this successful top-end vodka range.”
And speaking of vodkas, there is one such
brand that is known not just for innovating
its packaging with tremendous effect,
but also its flavoured-vodka variants.
Pernod Ricard Asia Duty Free (Stand
F24) is showcasing the Absolut brand,
which is always striving to evolve and

www.tfwa.com
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introduce new innovative flavours and
packaging into the vodka category. In
January, Absolut Exposure, a new and
contemporary honey melon and lemon
grass flavour, was launched. This has
been received with great enthusiasm by
consumers, not only for the new flavour,
but for its bottle and gift pack design,
and the entire concept of the launch
campaign. Absolut Exposure is presented
in a bottle and gift package incorporating
photography – for the first time – in bottle
printing. Visionary Swedish director,
photographer and artist Johan Renck
photographed actress and supermodel
Lydia Hearst guised in a number of different ‘personas’. Three of these characters
– called Carter, Trojan and Dimitty – were
selected to illustrate the multifaceted
nature of every individual, adding diversity
to the product offer, as well as an intriguing illusory effect to store displays. In
addition to the images of Lydia Hearst, the
bottle décor also features a bowler hat
(a trademark of Johan Renck) and hands
‘holding’ the image, symbolising the dual
role of the artist.
In addition, Absolut Denim was also
launched in February and is a creative
collaboration with denim designer
Loren Cronk. The exclusive gift pack has
additional high-tech qualities. On the
inside, the denim skin has a high-tech

12
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09

neoprene shield with supreme cold
preserving capacity. Taken from the
freezer, the Absolut Denim skin keeps the
vodka deliciously cool and refreshing for
up to two hours. Furthermore, the skin
has a QR code, which, when swiped with
your smartphone, takes you into ‘Absolut
Drinkspiration’, where consumers can
discover classic and innovative new
generation cocktails.

Classic styles
There has been something of a resurgence of classic cocktails and drink
styles of late – something largely down
to a broader understanding of drinks
and the quality of their ingredients,
but also economic uncertainty reviving and celebrating nostalgia trends.
Aristide Chevaillé, Head of Asia, Cognac
Bache-Gabrielsen and Dupuy (Stand
L02), commented: “Bache-Gabrielsen
is positioned as a very elegant, classic
range. The Dupuy brand is more modern
and breaking with traditional codes.”
Also hitting those classic notes is Botran
Aged Rums (Stand B27), which currently
offers up two products – Botran Reserva
and Botran Solera 1893. “Both products
are unique in their own right, carrying
the family tradition and distinction of
supreme quality and taste that Guatemalan rums have earned throughout the

10

years,” explained Frank Quinones, Global
Commercial Director, CB Products Inc/
Botran Rums.
But there’s another way to get noticed
in travel retail, and that’s not always by
following the trends. Instead, there are
some drinks brands that go all-out to
court attention and turn their wares into
eye-catching displays.
To mark the launch of Bombay Sapphire
East in Asia, and to coincide with TFWA
Asia Pacific Conference & Exhibition,
Bacardi Global Travel Retail (Stand
G20) is bringing a flavour of the East to
Singapore Changi Airport. A variety of
prominent displays will bring the launch
to life by taking their inspiration from
the energy and excitement of Asian spice
markets. Displays will include a spice cart
showcasing the 12 botanical ingredients
used to create the exotic new gin, and
even a bespoke tuk-tuk, which shoppers
can sit inside while they enjoy a Bombay
Sapphire East cocktail.
Similarly courting attention is ProVokant
– a young, fancy range of vodka liqueurs in
trendy colours from Lateltin. “ProVokant
Pure is a pure grain vodka, while the
coloured ProVokant vodkas are vodkabased liqueurs. Each colour has its own,
characteristic flavour,” said Mani. “This
range has existed in Switzerland for
many years as ‘Bull Vodka’, named after
the colours, e.g. Red Bull Vodka, White
Bull Vodka etc. Due to the existence of
Red Bull Energy, and the risk of product
confusion, we never focused on export
until consumers and business partners
encouraged us to create a new brand to
make export possible. Given the exceptionally high quality and the many years
of success in Switzerland, this has now
been done. ProVokant was considered
the perfect name for the brand, as it is
a special product range making its own
way. The brand name is backed up by
the slogan ‘anything but adapted’ and by
eye-catching key visuals.”
Also using bright pops of contrasting
colour to capture shopper’s attention is
The Old Pulteney ‘Lighthouse’ Series,
which International Beverage (Stand

11

08 New exhibitor Luzhou Laojiao International
Development is presenting its range of Chinese
liquors, including Luzhou Laojiao Te Qu.
09 Patrón Spirits International is introducing its
new travel retail exclusive tequila – Gran Patrón
Piedra. It is Patrón’s first extra-añejo tequila,
produced in the traditional ‘tahona’ method.
10 William Grant & Sons is showcasing the
travel retail exclusive Triple Cask range, which
features 12 year old, 16 year old and 25 year old
variants of The Balvenie.
11 Gérard Bertrand is presenting a range
of wines at TFWA Asia Pacific Conference &
Exhibition, including Legend Vintage – fortified
wines from exceptional vintage years.
12 Aristide Chevaillé, Head of Asia, Cognac
Bache-Gabrielsen and Dupuy: “BacheGabrielsen is positioned as a very elegant,
classic range. The Dupuy brand is more modern
and breaking with traditional codes.”

H27) is showcasing at TFWA Asia Pacific
Conference & Exhibition. “The series will
feature three distinctive new expressions
of the award-winning ‘maritime malt’.
Packaged in boldly coloured designs that
reflect the distinctive, high-quality whisky
inside, the range will be rolled out to the
global travel retail and duty free channel
from late summer 2013,” explained
Margaret Mary Clarke, Senior Brand
Manager for Old Pulteney.
But which travelling shoppers are important to most brand owners? According
to Susie Su, Spokesperson at Luzhou
Laojiao International Development (Stand
P31), “the Chinese travellers overseas are
increasing in number day by day, and they
frequently appear at all major international airports and become a strong
purchasing power in global travel retail”.
And, according to United Dutch Breweries (Stand E38) Spokesperson Henk-Jan
Bakker, there is a plethora of drinks to
suit them all. “Since beer consumers in
Asia are more and more on the lookout for
special beers from Europe with a unique
taste and heritage, UDB feels all of its six
beer brands satisfy a need among Asian
travellers, through listings in airport
liquor stores,” he said.
Most ranges are far-reaching and
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category traversing too. For instance,
over the past year Tequila Corralejo
(Stand B02) has expanded its range with
Vodka Boker, an unusual Mexican corn
vodka presented in a highly attractive
and unusual deep blue bottle that has a
twisted effect; Quita Penas, a ready made
Margarita Mix; and new this year – Tequila
Cream with Chocolate, and Marques De
Cuba Habanero – the forbidden rum,
which was prohibited in Spain until 1796.
Meanwhile, for Glenfiddich, William Grant
& Sons is launching the third edition of its
Age of Discovery 19 Year old series – Red
Wine Cask Finish, which certainly panders
to the notion of having your finger on the
pulse of what Asian consumers desire in
travel retail. “With the interest in red wine
and its attractive premium packaging
in red colour, this is a travel exclusive
product well catered to Asian travel retail
and makes the perfect gift,” commented
Scott Hamilton, William Grant & Sons
Director for Travel Retail in Asia Pacific.

Investment and planning
In January, Brown-Forman (Stand M1+2)
launched Jack Daniel’s Sinatra Select
at Changi Airport. This ultra-premium
whiskey is being rolled out to all major
airports in the region. Plus, in September
2012, Brown-Forman launched Jack
Daniel’s Master Distiller Collection.
Add this to the fact that Jack Daniel’s
Tennessee Honey is also performing very
well, and things seem good with BrownForman’s innovation team. “We have plans
to further expand distribution this year,”
said Tim Young, Assistant Vice President,
Global Travel Retail Marketing Director for
Brown-Forman.
And it seems investment and planning
for the future is what’s keeping the global
travel retail marketplace fresh.
This year, Genagricola S.p.A. (Stand A02)
makes its first appearance at TFWA Asia
Pacific Conference & Exhibition. Andrea
Pigni, Spokesperson, explained that the
brand is investing in order to improve
its “visibility in this market and attract
buyers”. “Through our investee distributing company in China, we are able to
supply even small volumes of product

13

13 Rémy Cointreau Global Travel Retail
is showcasing a superb collection of
premium and super-premium limited
editions, such as Louis XIII Rare Cask.
14 Among the products being presented
by Tequilera Corralejo at TFWA Asia
Pacific Conference & Exhibition is
Diezmo Tequila Coffee Infusion liqueur,
which is created with fresh roasted
coffee beans harvested in the Mexican
Highland region of Chiapas.
15 Zonin is focusing on its Masseria
Altemura Wines and Prosecco 1821
at TFWA Asia Pacific Conference
& Exhibition.

in all Asian countries where we still
don’t have direct importers,” said Pigni,
adding that the “business within the travel
retail market is increasing every year.
The sales of our main product, Prosecco
sparkling wine, are rising according to the
general trend which last year saw sales
of Italian Prosecco overtaking French
Champagne by total volume.”
It’s certainly true that the travel retail
landscape is changing and evolving.
Indeed, it’s the ideal platform for any
drink to get noticed. After all, we’re
seeing so many innovations within the
category it can be difficult to keep up.
Luckily, having a variety is a safe bet.
Plus, it keeps things interesting.

15

14

Visit Us at Stand B02
www.tfwa.com
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01 The KOOL Natural
is exclusively available
for sale in Japan. A
lucrative market in
itself, young women are
also being overlooked
as a demographic by
tobacconists. This is the
gap the KOOL Natural
intends to fill.

02

02 Similarly to the KOOL
Natural, the brand new
iBoost range offers the
menthol flavour that Asian
smokers have been proven
to love, complete with
a unique and appealing
selling point – a filter
that, when crushed,
releases an extra hit of
menthol freshness.

Tobacco
innovation

The tobacco category is, of course, one of the most important footfall drivers
in travel retail. Callum Tennent explores the strategies of some of the key
tobacco brands exhibiting at TFWA Asia Pacific Conference & Exhibition.
The tobacco market in Asia is still
growing exponentially, in trend with
the economic rise seen across the
region as a whole. 30% of the world’s
smokers now belong to the AsiaPacific region, with 575 million living
in China and India alone. In Indonesia,
almost a quarter of the entire population are self-professed smokers.
Combine these figures with Asia’s
rapidly expanding travel industry and
we can see a market with continued
potential for further growth.
“We follow a global marketing strategy
that we translate into regional and
market specific plans to meet travellers’
preferences. In all markets travellers are
generally looking for innovative products
and special editions that they cannot buy
on the domestic market and which are
distinctly different from the domestic
version of the same product,” said Anja
Gerbig, Trade Marketing Manager Duty
Free EUAM, Imperial Tobacco (D37).
“These special and seasonal editions are
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important for all duty free categories,
including tobacco products. For instance,
we created a special Davidoff Chinese
New Year edition in 2013 to celebrate the
Year of the Snake. An elegant, sophisticated motif is printed both on a special
200 carton and the individual packs,
available for Davidoff Classic, Lights and
the Asia specific Supreme variant. Within
Asia, the Chinese are a very important and
growing sector within the region and we
have and are doing a lot of research with
our regional partners to ensure that our
offer is in line with their expectations.”
Todor Dzhankov, Global Export & Duty
Free Manager at King’s Tobacco (H2),
agrees with the special requirements of
the Asia-Pacific market: “As with every
other region, Asia-Pacific has its peculiarities. For instance, legislative requirements and industry-driven initiatives are
constantly adapted and we need to stay on
top of this information.
“The specifics of this sector impose
the necessity to be highly creative and
dynamic in order to respond to customers’

behaviour and needs. We trust our
partners in conveying King’s Tobacco’s
message to customers and we work closely
with them to promote our products. This is
how we come up together with innovative
promotional solutions that surprise our
customers and make them come back.”
The legislative requirements Dzhankov

speaks of vary from country to
country, thus increasing the need for
targeted sales campaigns dramatically. For example, Australia recently
introduced the world’s first cigarette
plain-packaging laws, and only 20% of
the population smoke; a stark contrast
to aforementioned Indonesia, where

gerbig:
“We believe that, as a part of the
global duty free industry, any
ban or restriction on tobacco
sales in duty free/travel retail
would seriously impact on sales
of other categories. All
categories together form a
complete picture.”
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Capitalising upon the new
popularity of short filler
cigars, the BDS Short Corona
is the only one in the world to
offer all the flavour and value
of a long filler.

there is still effectively no restrictions on advertising whatsoever.
“We believe that, as a part of the global
duty free industry, any ban or restriction
on tobacco sales in duty free/travel retail
would seriously impact on sales of other
categories. All categories together form
a complete picture,” said Gerbig. “We
see critically that increasing regulation
is hitting the whole duty free business,
not only tobacco. Local requirements, for
example food labelling, are hard to implement on international products available
on international duty free ground. We
do, therefore, believe it is very important
to engage with travel retail associations
such as the ETRC and APTRA to continue
raising awareness for the very special
nature of the duty free business.”
The consistency shown in the answers
of numerous tobacco brands and
representatives is neatly summarised
by Hans Rijfkogel, Export Manager for
Agio Cigars (H9): “The duty free tobacco
industry faces the threat of a possible
restriction on duty free tobacco sales.
It is very important for the industry to
unite and fight a possible restriction. It
is important to speak with one voice.”
In light of this, it should come as no
surprise that every tobacco representative

The Real
Dominican Experience
Premium Tobacco – Perfect Quality

Balmoral Dominican Selection offers a new model exactly
fitting the consumer needs of today. A short but sturdy cigar
bringing an explosion of flavour without being utterly time
consuming. With a beautiful blend of Caribbean tobaccos, this
Short Corona will gratify an every true cigar aficionado.

Visit us at stand H9

appearing at TFWA Asia Pacific Conference & Exhibition 2013 is making
a tremendous effort to impress, to
showcase and, most importantly, reach
out to the now-crucial Asian demographic.
Andreas Lemke, General Manager
Global Duty Free, Imperial Tobacco,
said: “The decision to invest in the
new stand was taken to enable the
company to have ample space both to
demonstrate its importance across the
total tobacco sector and its expertise
in category management, whilst offering visitors a relaxing and ambivalent
smoking lounge area. The Asia Pacific
region and its growing duty free market
are of high significance for Imperial
Tobacco. To demonstrate our commitment and interest to grow in this part
of the world we have significantly
increased our presence at this year’s
TFWA Asia Pacific Conference &
Exhibition. We are looking forward to
welcoming our customers and business
partners at our newly designed stand.”
Rijfkogel added: “We will promote our
products with tailor-made promotions
and offer our travel retail partners
in the Asia Pacific region travel retail
exclusive products, such as the Balmoral
Dominican Selection Collection. We try to

Rijfkogel:
“We will promote our products
with tailor-made promotions and
offer our travel retail partners
in the Asia Pacific region travel
retail exclusive products, such
as the Balmoral Dominican
Selection Collection.”
www.tfwa.com
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Dzhankov:
“We can expect tobacco to be an
essential part of the duty free and
travel retail industry. It currently
presents a significant percentage
of global duty free and travel
retail turnover. It is an important
source of revenue for airports
and airlines and we will be ready
to supply their demand for highquality tobacco products.”

enhance the tobacco consumer experience by offering travel retail exclusive
products, such as gift packs and convenient travel retail packs.”

Eye-catching gifting
The gifting market is strong in Asia
Pacific. A tradition of giving runs strongly
throughout Asian culture as a whole,
which means that tobacco brands are
quick to release an appropriate product
range to capitalise on that.
“It is a basic human psychological feature
to feel happy when you receive a gift. We
love presents and the surprise that comes
with them is an extra benefit. We use this
simple logic and make our customers
happy by giving out high-quality products
as gifts. Another important aspect of
the travel retail environment is using
eye-catching technologies, such as
hologram displays and magnetic floating
displays,” said Dzhankov.
Stefano Mariotti, General Manager of

Page believes that Omé’s rampant success has largely
been thanks to its sophisticated design and elegant
packaging, creating a quintessentially stylish product
that smokers love.
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British American Tobacco International
(E36), elaborated on the subject: “According to our findings, around one-third
of smokers shopping at the airport are
looking for indulgence, gifts and souvenirs.
It is not surprising as travel is an exciting
event in people’s lives and adult tobacco
consumers want to share this experience
with their family and friends. That is why
passengers are expecting that the products
in duty free stores will inspire them with
ideas for gifts. Traditionally, the cigarette
category is not well represented in this
segment of exclusive products. BATI is
taking steps to address adult tobacco
consumers’ needs for exclusive and
innovative offers in various exciting ways.”
British American Tobacco International
has taken one of the boldest forays into the
Asian tobacco market so far, with a product
line exclusively released in Japan. The
KOOL Natural is a menthol cigarette – a
product already extremely popular in the
region (surveys have shown more than 35%
of smokers in Asia prefer menthols). Not
only that, but the packaging is written in
Japanese, rather than a standard Western
character set. The cigarette is also given an
‘all natural’ image, with the menthol coming
from real mint, and the packaging made of
an attractive, 100% recyclable cardboard.
It is perhaps due to this wave of innovation
that those in the industry feel so positive
about the future of tobacco in travel retail.
Martin Hughes, Head of Operational
Marketing, British American Tobacco
International, said: “Vogue Travel Retail
Exclusive edition’s idea originated from
an iconic experience: summer holiday
on the French Riviera. The execution
involved redesigning the classic Vogue
packaging and offering two of the best
sold Vogue products in eye-catching and
gift enhancing outers. Communication
materials recreated the feeling of the
summer holiday breeze inside the store,
inviting shoppers to discover this offer. The
after-launch results speak for themselves:
The research showed that over 50% of
those who browsed through the tobacco
area noticed the launch. One third of the
tobacco shoppers to whom we talked were
motivated by the exclusivity aspect, the

Imperial Tobacco has specifically appealed to the growing Asian market
with special, region-specific packaging available for some of its most
popular products – such as Davidoff Magnum Lights.

possibility of offering the innovative product
as a gift or by the engaging design.”
Gerbig believes that harsher impositions upon taxed tobacco will allow duty
free sales to remain at strength: “We
are positively optimistic – overall the
business is growing, but there are issues
that we face. Europe is again in recession
and this has impacted on travel this year;
the Middle East remains an engine of
growth, but there are political tensions
that show no signs of easing. However,
there are a lot of very interesting retail
developments under way, passenger
figures are on an upward trend and there
is a highly positive programme of new
airport openings planned. As a company
you can put as much corporate planning
behind a year as you want – the duty free
experience shows: you always have to
be prepared for the unexpected – ash
clouds, Arab spring, recession, even
sudden airline re-routing! Nevertheless
we continue to be confident – the key
message is that tobacco is a key driver
of sales within the travel retail/duty free
channel; a channel which we see as
crucial for building brands, generating
trial and communicating with consumers
in the way that we feel is appropriate.”
Karelia Tobacco Company (K1) can attest
to this. 2012 was a remarkable year for
Greece’s largest tobacco manufacturer
and exporter – in particular its new Omé
range. Sold in 38 duty free and domestic
international markets, including Asia

Pacific, Omé Superslims have registered
triple-digit volume growth each year
since their April 2009 debut. Year-on-year
volume growth reached an estimated
492% in 2012 – a healthy upswing
compared with the previous year’s
impressive increase of 361% (Info source:
Karelia). In duty free, the range achieved
an estimated 31% growth in 2012,
compared with 2011. Omé Superslims
registered one of the highest year-on-year
percentage increases in delivery volume
sales of any brand in the French market
in September 2012, according to figures
from the Revue des Tabacs journal, where
an estimated 34 million cigarettes were
sold. The brand’s delivery volume sales
surged +58.7% year-on-year for the
month. “We started with Omé Regular
and Yellow in 2012 and introduced Omé
Menthol in 2011 and completed the
line-up with Omé White in 2012. Our total
sales of Omé have made us one of the
fastest growing brands in 2012, which is
particularly pleasing when you look at the
strength of the opposition in this market,”
said Karelia UK Director, Robin Page.
Dzhankov felt positively, too: “We can
expect tobacco to be an essential part of
the duty free and travel retail industry. It
currently presents a significant percentage of global duty free and travel retail
turnover. It is an important source of
revenue for airports and airlines and we
will be ready to supply their demand for
high-quality tobacco products.”
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Enhancing the
Changi retail
experience
A key retail priority for Changi Airport this year
is the leasing exercise for two major pan-airport
duty free Liquor & Tobacco, and Perfumes
& Cosmetics concessions. Lim Peck Hoon,
Executive Vice President, Commercial, Changi
Airport Group, outlined the developments.
The key Liquor & Tobacco, and
Perfumes & Cosmetics tenders were
launched towards the end of March,
and Changi Airport will conclude its
evaluation by the end of 2013.
“We are excited and are looking forward to
seeing the kinds of concepts that the market
can propose to bring our retail experience
to a whole new echelon,” commented Ms
Lim. “Given that these two concessions are
retail anchors of Changi Airport’s transit
malls and our top two product categories
in terms of sales, we regard these tender
exercises as a very significant part of our
efforts to elevate the travel retail experience
at Changi Airport. Through this process,
we are seeking exciting, bold and innovative concepts for both concessions and we
look forward to working with operators to
achieve new breakthroughs in our journey
to deliver a superior shopping experience
for passengers.”
Changi Airport is also busy planning
major infrastructure projects – Terminal 4
and the multi-use complex at Terminal 1.

For the Commercial team, the new Terminal
4 presents an ideal opportunity to review the
retail strategy to address the needs of an
increasingly diverse passenger mix. “Unlike
the Terminal 1 upgrading project completed
last year, Terminal 4 provides a clean slate
for us in terms of designing from scratch
the physical retail layout and planning the
retail offerings,” said Ms Lim. “Our team is
working hard to plan and ultimately deliver
a compelling product that would offer an
experience far superior to what was previously at the Budget Terminal. Intensive
planning work is currently underway for
Terminal 4, and we are certainly looking
forward to making good progress with this
development project in 2013, with construction slated to begin by the end of the year.”
Meanwhile, planning for the Terminal 1
multi-use complex is also underway. This
involves redeveloping the open-air car park in
front of Terminal 1 into a multi-use complex.
Besides expanding the terminal’s handling
capacity, the complex will enable Changi to
offer a wider range of travel-related services
and facilities, including retail offerings.

Changi Airport’s new Terminal 4
presents an ideal opportunity for the
Commercial team to review the retail
strategy to address the needs of an
increasingly diverse passenger mix.

© Changi Airport Group
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DRINK WITH CARE.

STOLICHNAYA® SALTed KArAmeL. Salted caramel flavored premium vodka. 37.5% Alc./Vol. 100% Grain Neutral Spirits. © 2013
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Dubai Duty Free
Q1 sales up +12%
Dubai Duty Free’s sales for Q1
2013 grew by an impressive +12%
year-on-year to US$438 million.
It has been an exciting start to the
year, with the January opening
of Concourse A at Terminal 3
increasing Dubai Duty Free’s retail
footprint at Dubai International
from 18,000sqm to 26,000sqm.

www.Provokant.com

This has allowed the operator to extend
its existing product range and introduce
new brands, some of which are unique
in the region.
“We have had a very good start to the
year and no doubt that the opening of
Terminal 3’s Concourse A in January
has contributed towards this. With our
first quarter sales reaching US$438
million, we are positive that this places
the operation very much on track for
year-end sales of an estimated Dhs6
billion (US$1.64 billion),” explained
Colm McLoughlin, Executive Vice Chairman, Dubai Duty Free. “There are many
reasons for the sales increase, including
the opening of Concourse A in January,

Visit us at Stand G 31

which relieved some of the congestion
that we had experienced in Concourse B.
Concourse A is a fantastic area and we
are very happy with what we are doing
there, along with our suppliers. We have
unique offers and have expanded certain
categories, all of which has helped
contribute towards the increase in sales.”
The top three categories in terms of first
quarter sales were Liquor, Perfumes
and Gold. Significant sales increases
were achieved in many categories,
including Perfumes, which rose by +16%
to reach US$67 million. Meanwhile,
Confectionery sales also rose by +16%
to US$36 million, Electronics grew by
+12% to reach US$33 million, Cosmetics
sales increased by +13% to reach US$30
million and Watches by +23% to reach
US$27 million.
Dubai Duty Free achieved record sales
of US$1.6 billion in 2012, with an
increase in consumer spending across
all categories. “Terminal 3 continues to
be the biggest in terms of accumulative
sales and accounts for 61% of our total
turnover. However, the average spend

Dubai Duty Free’s sales in the Perfumes category rose by +16% to reach US$67 million in Q1 2013.

of passengers in Terminal 1, which
accounts for 35% of sales, is higher
while sales in Terminal 2 rose by an
impressive +22% for the first quarter,”
commented McLoughlin.
Looking ahead, plans are being reviewed
for the 30th anniversary of Dubai Duty

Free on 20 December, which is traditionally a busy sales day for the operation.
“Last year, on our 29th anniversary,
our sales reached US$21 million, so
we are looking forward to seeing if that
figure can be topped this year,” added
McLoughlin.

www.Lateltin.com
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Tribal
Sunset
Visit us at Stand G 31
ARTDECO is launching two new beauty
collections at TFWA Asia Pacific
Conference & Exhibition – one to treat
problematic and blemished skin, the
other to bronze and perfect it.
The Make-Up Innovations range is
designed to offer nourishment, coverage and UV protection for a radiant,
even complexion. Perfecting BB Cream,
Anti-Aging BB Cream, Perfect Teint

Concealer, Anti-Aging Concealer with
Lifting Effect and Oil Control paper all
address specific needs for imperfect
skin, with a variety of benefits – from
water resistance to UV protection to
their compact size.
Tribal Sunset is an exciting new bronzing collection that draws inspiration
from the earthen and bronzed tones of
the African continent and ethnicity. With
more than 10 products completing the
range, Tribal Sunset is as comprehensive as it is innovative – perfect for those
looking for a natural tone with flamboyant, eye-catching nuances.

Stand L5

Travel
retail
exclusives
Focusing on the strong gift-giving
culture within the region, Travalo has
been inspired to collaborate with the
world-renowned Swarovski to create two
brand new products exclusively for the
travel retail sector.
The Swarovski Edition Travalo Touch
Rollerball offers the same quality
and ingenuity of the Travalo Touch
Rollerball, but decorated with signature
Swarovski crystals. The product is
actually two shrink-wrapped together,
so that you and a friend can share the
product together.
The Swarovski Edition Skyline is an
inflight exclusive, set to be available
soon on a range of major carriers.
The Skyline has the ingenious Travalo

patented refilling system with a
crisp and modern appearance – now
enhanced with additional Swarovski
Crystal detail.

Stand A11
www.tfwa.com

VISIT US IN MARINA BAY SANDS EXPO & CONVENTION CENTER
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Cuttingedge
luggage

inspired by arctic beauty

New exhibitor
Synonymous with luggage, travel accessory world-leader Samsonite is unveiling
three new ranges at TFWA Asia Pacific
Conference & Exhibition, each one
uniquely suited to a different brand
of traveller.
The Firelite Collection pushes travel
boundaries to the extreme. Available in
four different colours and three different
sizes, Firelite combines strong dynamic
style with exceptionally light weight. Its
innate ability to absorb heavy shocks
during travel makes it perfectly suited for
active, fast-paced travellers.
For the business traveller, there is the
Black Label Lider Collection. It boasts
a sophisticated and contemporary style,
combining quality leather with Nanotex
Ballistic Nylon – a cutting edge fabric that
resists liquids and dust. The six-piece
range is comprised of a variety of briefcases and totes to cater to every
business need.
The RED Summer 2013 Collection is

BERING SLIM CERAMIC
the per fe c t s y mbiosis of minimal flat de sig n
and ma x imum material streng th

specially targeted towards the Asian
market, helped in no small part by Korean
acting star Song Joong-ki, the new face
of the range. Available across 11 Asian
nations, the RED Collection impeccably
blends chic functionality, contemporary
urban design and top-notch innovation.

Stand M6

Total grooming
experience
Philips Consumer Lifestyle is delighted
to be profiling an entire range of over
20 travel retail best sellers at TFWA
Asia Pacific Conference & Exhibition,
with shaving, styling and grooming, hair
removal and oral-hygiene all covered.
The VisaPure allows women to take
their skincare routine to the next level. A
gentle, easy-to-use, fully waterproof skin
cleansing device, it massages the skin to
remove make-up and dirt 10 times more
effectively than hand cleansing.
The Lumea IPL hair removal system
works wonders to prevent the

reappearance of hair on the face and body.
Regular application of its gentle lightpulses keeps skin smooth for days on end.
Derived from beauty salon technology,
Philips has adapted it to make it safe and
easy to use within your own home.
Philips is also proud to offer its most
advanced shave for men yet. The SensoTouch 3D provides a comfortable dry or
wet shave with its smooth, low-friction
SkinGlide technology, covering every hair
in just a few strokes.

Stand N10

V I S I T U S AT
B O OT H N 1 8

S C R AT C H - R E S I S TA N T S A P P H I R E C RY S TA L
HIGHTECH-CER A MIC
LIFE TIME LIMITED WARR ANT Y
C H R O N O B R E E Z E R A F F L E S C I T Y # B 1- 4 2 B
C H R O N O B R E E Z E W I S M A A T R I A # 0 1- 4 3
M A R I N A B A Y S A N D S # B 2 - K 1 1 | M I L L E N I A W A L K # 0 1- 8 1
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Engaging
eyewear
Silhouette International is excited to
introduce two brand new eyewear models,
in two very different categories. First is
its collaboration with one of the biggest
brand names on the planet. Sports giant
Adidas has partnered with Silhouette
to create a pair of sunglasses designed
specifically for golfers. Ultra-protective
and equipped with light-stabilising
and contrast-enhancing LST filters
to support precise vision, the tourpro
brings you perfect vision combined with

Sleek
sound
Sennheiser’s latest creation is being
displayed at TFWA Asia Pacific Conference & Exhibition. A reimagining of
the acclaimed MOMENTUM series,
the Sennheiser MOMENTUM Black
combines pure design and uncompromising performance with a current,
stylish black sheen.

a stylish appearance – as vouched for
by five-time PGA Tour winning golfer
Dustin Johnson, who rarely takes to the
course without his pair.
Off the course, Titan Minimal Art – The
Icon is Silhouette’s signature set of
lenses. One of the pioneering models of
frameless glasses, dating back to 1999,
The Icon is a timeless look. Hollywood star
Patrick Dempsey is the face of the brand,
and knows a thing or two about keeping
up appearances. The Titan Minimal
Art – The Icon comes with both clear
and shaded lenses, and is a favourite of
bold, pioneering, inspirational figures the
world over.

Stand G8

Just like in the fashion world, minimalist
black designs are on-trend in the world
of electronics. The MOMENTUM Black is
dark and sophisticated, with a premium
stainless steel headband slider and
supple leather earpads and headband.
Inside, the headphones offer no
compromise on sound quality. It features
high-end Sennheiser technology, as well
as a cable with a built-in smart remote
and microphone for receiving calls and
controlling music on Apple iOS devices.

Stand D1

2.5 MILLION 9L cases*
SOLD IN MORE THAN
100 COUNTRIES

*Impact 2013 - Enjoy LABEL 5 responsibly.

AN INNOVATIVE BRAND STRATEGY

MEET US AT MARINA BAY,
BASEMENT 2, BOOTH H1
First Blending Company, Starlaw Road, Bathgate, SCOTLAND • LA MARTINIQUAISE GROUP • www.la-martiniquaise.com • export@la-martiniquaise.fr
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Perfect
Skin
Perlance Blanc Pur is the extensive
new range from Monteil Cosmetics
that promises to deliver a bright,
beautiful complexion and a uniform,
even skin tone.
The collection is comprised of nine
different products, each one offering
a unique active substance to reduce
skin imperfections, age spots and
irregular pigmentation.
Even Night Out ensures the hyperpigmentation process does not
occur during sleep, whilst Even Out
Hands SPF 15 instantly enhances
skin suppleness with maximum
hydration, protecting against UV
rays at the same time. Even Out Eye
perfectly cares for delicate eye areas
and hydrates diminished dark eye
circles with its enriching Rovisome.
These are but three products in the
remarkable new range.
Monteil BB Cream is an all-round
solution for a perfect and flawless
complexion. Perfect for sensitive
skin, its lightweight and non-greasy
formula makes it an intelligent
complement to any daily
skincare routine.

Vintage
sunwear

Stand F30

Fresh for Spring 2013, Luxottica is
showcasing the new Coach eyewear
collection, which combines vintage
inspiration and custom craftsmanship
with trend-right modern design. Each of
the four new offerings provides optically
correct and distortion free vision, with
gradient lenses, broad-spectrum UVA/
UVB protection and the refined look of
custom mixed acetates.
The Alexa has a cat-eye profile inspired by
the glamour of the 1950s, crafted in a custom
acetate developed exclusively for Coach.

The Kendra updates the classic pilot
look with elegantly oversized proportions and an unusual combination
of metal and plastic to make a truly
unique style.
Vintage inspiration meets luxury craftsmanship in Samantha, a sophisticated
new update of a classic shape – offered
in black, tortoise and pink, dark tortoise
and teal, and tortoise and green.
The Kyle is a minimalist sunstyle with
a vintage pedigree – its classic look
modernised with a thicker frame and
rounder proportions. For the woman
seeking a modern mood with timeless
style, the metallic Coach logo at
the temple provides a finish of
signature style.

Stand J14
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Swiss
excellence
Villars, Swiss master chocolatier since 1901, is pleased
to launch two new ranges of gourmet chocolate at
TFWA Asia Pacific Conference & Exhibition, each
packaged with an elegant and modern design – the
perfect gift.
The Mini Assorted range is comprised of both a dark
chocolate box and a milk and dark combination box.
Uniquely, Villars is the only supplier on the market to
offer a selection of four dark chocolates – Dark 72%,
Dark Crunch, Dark with Hazelnut and Dark with Coffee.
The Almond Chip range features milk chocolate with
toasted almond chip and dark chocolate with caramelised almond chips. Sophisticated and natural, Villars
blends crunchy almonds with intensely flavoured cocoa
to seduce even the most refined of palates.

Stand G9

Flavoured
tequila

hair
accessories

The distinct uniqueness of Tequilera Corralejo tequila
is owed to the amount of time it takes to produce it. The
agave plant itself takes more than eight years to mature
before it can be harvested, and during this time farmers
look after it with abundant patience and care. The same
consideration is bestowed upon the manufacture of the
new coffee infused tequila that the Mexican distillery is
showcasing for the first time at TFWA Asia Pacific Conference & Exhibition.
Following the success of its Tequila Chocolate, Tequilera
Corralejo has announced a second flavoured tequila.
Diezmo Tequila Coffee Infusion liqueur is created with
fresh roasted coffee beans harvested in the Mexican
Highland region of Chiapas. The beans are infused in
tequila for 20 days, giving the drink an authentic coffee
aroma and subtle flavour. Like Tequilera Corralejo’s
Tequila Chocolate, the product is made with the utmost
observation of tradition, comes in an attractive 750ml
bottle, and is perfect for gifting or self-purchase.

New exhibitor

Stand B02

Stand C8

50 – TFWA DAILY

Moliabal is the first-ever Italian range dedicated
exclusively to luxury hair accessories. Handcrafted
in Italy from the highest quality resin, Moliabal
hair accessories are lightweight, comfortable
and fantastic to look at.
The core collection is almost exclusively black and
white, with some additional pieces in ivory
and tortoiseshell, creating a timeless and
sophisticated look.
Monica Masini, Moliabal’s Founder and General
Manager, has been a part of the Italian beauty
industry since she was a child, thanks to her
family’s prominence in the field for 50 years.
Taking inspiration from everything around her; be
it music, travelling or simply the great outdoors,
Masini’s Moliabal ranges are just too elegant
to resist.

www.tfwa.com
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Italian wines

Classic
chronographs

Casa Vinicola Zonin is the largest privately owned
wine company in Italy, one of the most popular in
Europe, and is proud to be exhibiting at TFWA Asia
Pacific Conference & Exhibition. Zonin distributes,
sells and markets the wine of its nine estates in
over 100 countries. In fact, Zonin’s export business
has quadrupled over the last five years and is now
the majority of the company’s sales revenue.
Six months ago the Masseria Altemura Estate was
opened in Salento, Puglia. Zonin looks forward to
the high quality wines soon to be produced from the
area – they are definitely one to watch.
Zonin prides itself on tailoring custom business
plans for each country and industry – which is why
it is revealing a special, unique packaging for its
signature product, Prosecco 1821, in Singapore.

Famed for its romantic heritage, the core concept
behind all its designs, Swiss watchmaker Ernest Borel
is unveiling three beautiful new collections at TFWA
Asia Pacific Conference & Exhibition.
The Retro Collection is just that – a nostalgic look
back to a better time, these watches perfectly
reproduce the classics of 70 years ago. Deepening
the creative style of the Aqua Marina Collection, it
integrates fashionable sea-blue elements with the
emerging retro trend.
The Braque Collection successfully adapts Cubist
artistic concepts into wristwatch design. Balancing light and shadow, bright and elegant lines are
contrasted with multi-angle radial stripes and a
natural diamond scale to give depth to a two-dimensional space.
Drawing inspiration from the most elegant and refined
instrument in the world, the harp, the Harmonic
Collection combines the delicate shape and beautiful
melody of the harp in the form of a timepiece. The
romance of the instrument is perfectly in keeping with
Ernest Borel’s philosophy, and the product is richly
decorated with decadent diamond insets.

Stand K27

Funky and
functional

Stand L6

Kipling’s standout travel trolleys put the funky into
functional! The Moken is a brand new trolley with
some familiar monkey magic: it has the practical
execution of a trolley and feminine feel of a duffle.
The soft spinner on four low rider wheels has XXL
capacity with a minimum of size and fuss. The Moken
will accompany you during your whole trip, since it is
guaranteed to match all cabin sizes on all airlines.
The Gwendolyn is the key style of the new Charming
You collection – a casual yet stylish tote. Every woman
knows that the daily routine is far from routine. You
have to expect the unexpected in the daily playground
of life. But any superwoman is nothing without her
sidekick, after all: with a Kipling companion by her
side, she is ready to face anything.

Stand M20

Visit us at
Stand J23

www.tfwa.com
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Exclusive chocolates
Two travel retail favourites have collaborated to provide an exclusive airport
offering. Butlers Chocolates is proud to
introduce the new Jameson Irish Whiskey
Sharing Pack. Each 300g variety sharing
bag features creamy milk chocolate
truffles and rich dark chocolate truffles,
all with the recognisable and delicious
taste of Jameson Irish Whiskey.
As a result of the increase in demand for

Versace
for Men
Love, passion, beauty and desire:
these are the key concepts of the new
men’s fragrance by Versace, which is
being showcased at TFWA Asia Pacific
Conference & Exhibition by Euroitalia. A
fragrance for a strong man – passionate
and master of himself, Versace Eros is
characterised by the male form, Greek

sharing products in travel retail, Butlers is
also releasing a new deluxe sharing pack.
Packaged in a gorgeous twist-tie box, the
range features Butlers’ most popular flavours
– Hazelnut Praline, Caramel, Mango, Mixed
Berry, and Honeycomb Crisp. They are great
looking, good value for money, and help add to
Butlers premium brand credentials.

Stand C31

mythology and classic sculpture.
A luminous aura with an intensity and
vibrancy, its freshness is obtained from
the combination of mint leaves, Italian
lemon zest and green apple. Enshrined
within strong, sharp square packaging
and bottle, its distinct turquoise shade
is one of masculinity, reminiscent of the
Mediterranean Sea and Greco-Roman
culture. Not just an aftershave, Eros also
comes as a lotion and balm, shower gel
and deodorant for complete care.

Stand E24
www.tfwa.com

B O L D. S M O O T H . C L A S S I C .
SPECIAL EDITION
TENNESSEE WHISKEY

“THIS IS A GENTLEMAN’S DRINK.
THIS IS NICE.”

A CLASSIC WHISKEY CRAFTED
TO HONOR FRANK SINATRA’S
TIMELESS GOOD TASTE AND 50 YEAR
FRIENDSHIP WITH JACK DANIEL’S.

LEARN MORE ABOUT SINATRA SELECT:

OR VISIT US AT JACKDANIELS.COM

A C T B O L D LY. D R I N K R E S P O N S I B LY.
SINATRA IS A TRADEMARK OF FRANK SINATRA ENTERPRISES, LLC, USED UNDER LICENSE TO JACK DANIEL’S.
©2013 JACK DANIEL’S. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. PHOTO © FRANK SINATRA ENTERPRISES. LLC.
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inspired by
partnerships
enhanced number of sales for its travel
retail and duty free clients by fulfilling
a variety of diverse passenger needs.
The collection’s name was inspired
by the important partnerships that
Sun Jewelry shares with its clients in
the travel retail & duty free market.

Fine jewellery designer Sun Jewelry
is presenting its elegant Sky Dancer
collection at TFWA Asia Pacific
Conference & Exhibition. The exquisite line is designed exclusively
for travel retail and duty free, and
is especially crafted to deliver an

Sweets
for
sharing
At TFWA Asia Pacific Conference & Exhibition, Perfetti Van Melle is presenting some
of the world’s most recognisable and
most loved confectionery treats, but with a
travel retail twist.
One of the highlights is the new Mentos
Jumborolls Tutti Frutti – six single rolls
of bubblegum flavoured chewable candy,
perfect for sharing and great inflight. Also

Flying with its airline customers
and roaming with its duty free
stores, its unique collections make
passengers’ journeys infinitely
more pleasant – like a dance shared
together between traveller, the
designer and its customers.
Every piece in the collection is
created to accessorise the steps in
the dance that Sun Jewelry shares
with these partners, adding grace,
beauty and magic to the movement.

Stand N8

on display will be the Mix of Minis Bag; a
combination bag of Perfetti’s best sweets
– Mentos Mini Rolls, Chupa Chups Mini
Lollipops and Fruittella pixels. Each bag
contains 36 individual pieces.
Finally, there is the all-new, travel-exclusive Chupa Chups selection. The Chupa
Chups Smurfs Markers is a travel pack
containing eight markers, seven lollipops
and one Smurf colouring book. The Chupa
Chups Pouch Bag Exotic Tropic consists
of 25 lollipops in Banana & Strawberry
and Coconut & Pineapple flavours. The
lollipops are covered with little spots that
give the candy a different look, texture
and flavour.

Stand C232
©2013 The Hershey Company

Sleek
scarves
Morgan & Oates has a longstanding
relationship with several major airlines
in the Asia Pacific region, so what better
place than TFWA Asia Pacific Conference
& Exhibition to showcase its latest collection of luxurious scarves.
All made from the finest of fabrics, be it

cashmere, merino or silk mix, Morgan &
Oates’ newest range focuses on engaging and exciting patterns. The collection
includes houndstooth, paisley, florals, and
a variety of animal prints.
Perfectly presented and conveniently
packaged for airlines, Morgan & Oates
scarves and wraps offer airlines and travel
retailers a unique product with excellent
margins. Asia is an ever-expanding market,
and TFWA Asia Pacific Conference & Exhibition provides a perfect platform for buyers.

Stand J33

Discover HersHey’s portfolio of iconic global brands and innovative Travel retail exclusive products.
®

These travelers’ favorites are joined in 2013 by premium BrOOKsIDe chocolates, made with smooth
®

dark chocolate-covered real fruit juice pieces offering unique flavor combinations.

Connect with us at Stand D231 at the Tax Free Asia Pacific Show.
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Buyer insights

Simon Forde,
Commercial
Director – Global,
Flemingo:
“I thought that the conference
was very interesting indeed;
Dr Mahathir in particular was
fascinating, and very humorous
in his delivery. I found the
discussions on brand development
enlightening too, they really
showed just what brands are
capable of, especially premium
firms, such as Johnnie Walker.
I’m hoping to learn more about
brand development in emerging
markets this week, and I’ll mainly
be looking at Fragrances
& Cosmetics.”

Kelvin Chow,
Manager – Station
Retail, MTR:
“I was really impressed by the
speakers that identified that
delivering perfection is probably
impossible, but that by chasing
perfection we really can achieve
excellence. The former Malaysian
Prime Minister had some very
interesting points. MTR is a Hong
Kong company, and there we
have some very different and
special opportunities with our
concessions. I’ll be concentrating
on Tobacco & Liquor in the
exhibition, but I want learn more
about all categories. Above
all what will catch my eye is
something exciting and new.”

Akram Nizar,
General Manager
Commercial
and Marketing,
Maldives Airports
Company:
“At the conference I learned a bit
more about the value of adapting
our duty free offer to suit the
passenger profile by expanding
certain categories – that we
don’t have to change our whole
offering, but instead make small
amendments to suit the traveller.
In the Maldives the highest
percentage of our passengers used
to come from Europe, but now
that is shifting with the growing
number of Chinese travellers,
and we are starting to change our
product offering accordingly.”

The TFWA Daily asked buyers what they thought
of yesterday’s conference and workshops agenda,
and their expectations for the week.

Kieran Stone,
BU Commercial
Manager Middle
East & India, Dufry
Sharjah:

Celine Rambicur,
Business
Development
Analyst, LS travel
retail ASPAC:

“The address by the former Prime
Minister of Malaysia was really
engaging, especially because he
was able to bring so much humour
to his presentation. I wasn’t
aware quite how ahead Malaysia
and its Kuala Lumpur Airport
are in terms of catering for its
passengers’ needs, so that was
really interesting, as was the focus
on Chinese passengers. This week
I’m looking forward to meeting
with our existing suppliers and
also contacting some new ones,
and just seeing what brands are
able to offer.”

“Really interesting subjects were
tackled at the conference, and I
very much liked that topics were
addressed from the angle of –
though we can’t necessarily make
the airport journey perfect, we
can certainly make it exceptional.
Now I’m looking forward to our
brand meetings, they will no
doubt be very interesting, and this
is a great place to maintain our
relationships, as well as looking
for new partners, potentially in
Liquor & Tobacco, Fashion and
Perfumes & Cosmetics.”

Sylvia Chan,
Assistant Manager
Duty Free, Alpha
Flight Services:
“The Diageo talk, I thought, was
especially eye-opening. It was
interesting to learn about the
strategies of a premium brand – how
it is tailoring itself to the Chinese
market and what’s changing there.
Knowing more about the how
brands are maximising on those
opportunities is really important as
it influences you as a travel retail
buyer. At the exhibition I’ll be looking
for brands with a global presence, as
well as newness and freshness, and,
perhaps most importantly, travel
retail-exclusive products. We are all
looking for something unique for our
passengers, and working inflight I
really want to deliver something that
people can’t find elsewhere.”

PREMIUM SOUTH AFRICAN WINES

Champion wines from the champion.

The highest winery in South Africa.

BELGIAN
CRAFTSMANSHIP

Duc d’O presents: “Untamed Delicacy”

NO
TWO TRUFFLES
– A new breakthrough brand positioning
ARE THE
SAMEnew packaging.
and striking
Available soon!

Enjoy Premium South African Wines at the TFWA Asia Pacific 2013 Diverse Flavours Stand, A7.

Diverse Flavours will be showing award-winning wines from Cederberg (highest winery in South Africa), Ernie Els
Wines (owned by the famous golfer), Avondale (organic/bio-diversity wines), Deetlefs (second oldest winery in
South Africa under same family ownership), Eagle’s Nest (steepest winery in South Africa), Hidden Valley (from the
top terroir in Stellenbosch), Mount Vernon (boutique wines), Napier (from Wellington), and Raats Family Wines
(Cabernet Franc specialist with many accolades from Robert Parker). Experience and taste these premium wines at
TFWA Asia Pacific 2013, Stand A7.
+27 71 255 7344 | www.diverseflavours.com
S U P P LY I N G D I V E R S I T Y

Visit us at stand C32 to find out what the complete restyled
Duc d’O range can mean for your chocolate sales.
56 – TFWA DAILY

T +27 21 851 1358 | F +27 86 668 0755 | anthonybudd@diverseflavours.com | Suite 162, Private Bag X34, Somerset West, 7129, South Africa

www.tfwa.com
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Technological
innovations
There is an impressive range and diversity of
products being showcased in the electronics
category at TFWA Asia Pacific Conference &
Exhibition. Ross Falconer explores the innovations
being presented by some of the key brands.

This new Worldwide Adaptor is the first
in an exciting new range of technical

products being introduced by Travel
Blue to the travel retail industry. All
Travel Blue’s electronic items are geared
towards travel needs and are very popular
with consumers looking for last minute,
impulse buy items that they have forgotten or would like to upgrade/replace, such
as ear phones, chargers, and adaptors.
Jonathan Smith, Director of Travel Retail,
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New to the Travel Blue (Stand G1)
range is a quality Worldwide Adaptor,
enabling connection in over 150
countries. With clear instructions for
ease of use, the adaptor is child safe
and has a two-year guarantee.

commented: “In our range, adaptors are
consistent best sellers, especially the
new All-in-one Worldwide Adaptor. Also
popular are the Volume Controlled Ear
Phones and the Book Light.”
Travel Retail Innovations (Stand K33) is
showcasing the latest electronics, audio,
mobile technology, accessories, adapters, chargers, and personal care items.
Among the new lines is the JBL audio
range, including miniature in-ear sets,
mobile speaker systems and the J55 full
size headphones with cups that rotate
through 180 degrees so that you can keep
an ear on the world around. “Innergie has
an amazing range of compact chargers
which connect with all manner of smartphones, tablets and music players, and
the latest, the Innergie PocketCell Duo
Charger, loads up from a PC or laptop
then charges two items at a time while you
are on the move,” explained Travel Retail
Innovations’ Pascal Lammers. “Among the
seriously growing brands is Maison Takuya.
The brand manufactures dedicated mobile
phone and tablet casing out of genuine
animal leather, and they are sold with the
approved certificates. While every item is
computer designed, all the steps required
to remain ‘hand-made’ in the production
process are kept 100% hand-made.”
Philips Global Travel Retail (Stand N10)
is presenting three new products: Philips
VisaPure, Philips Lumea and Philips
SensoTouch. Philips VisaPure is a gentle,
easy-to-use skin cleansing device that
massages the skin to remove make-up
and dirt. It revitalises the skin in just one
minute and helps unveil your natural

03

04

Travel Notebook,
Mug, Espresso Cup,
Smartphone Case,
Passport Cover,
Beach Towel & more!

02

01 Capi Trading is showcasing its new
house brand MiTone – new products include
Bluetooth speakers and a travel speaker.
02 Philips Lumea uses an innovative
light-based technology called IPL (Intense
Pulsed Light), derived from the technology
used in professional beauty salons.
03 Travel Retail Innovations’ new lines
include the JBL audio range.
04 Travel Blue is presenting its new
Worldwide Adaptor, which enables
connection in over 150 countries.

radiance and a healthy-looking glow.
The Philips Lumea IPL hair removal
system prevents the reappearance of
hair on the face and body. Gentle pulses
of light, applied regularly, keep skin
silky-smooth every day. Philips Lumea
uses an innovative light-based technology
called IPL (Intense Pulsed Light), derived
from the technology used in professional
beauty salons. Philips SensoTouch 3D is
described as the ultimate shaving experience. It features the GyroFlex 3D system,
which follows every contour of your face
and the UltraTrack heads shave every hair
in just a few strokes.
Meanwhile, Capi Trading (Stand N11)
is showcasing its retail marketing
programme and brand portfolio, consisting of leading brands such as Philips,
Braun and Sony, and niche brands such
as Harman, Dr Dre, GoPro and Hugo Boss.
“Our stand will feature a dedicated Hugo
Boss presentation and we will allocate
space for our house brand MiTone, with
extra focus on new products,
such as Bluetooth speakers
and a travel speaker, available in 10 colours,” said
Jaco Vlemingh, General
Manager, Capi Global.

LEVEL B2 • STAND A8
www.tfwa.com
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NEW ARRIVALS
EXCLUSIVELY FOR TRAVEL RETAIL

Fine flavour cocoas make up only 5% of
the world’s cocoa harvest. Their unique
tastes are determined by growing region
and by the treatment of the cocoa beans.

For each kind we take the select fine flavour
cocoa from a single country and carefully
adjust the chocolate formulation to bring
out the best in the cocoa’s characteristics.

www.rausch.de/sales

TFWA ASIA PACIFIC 2013

MEET US AT
BOOTH D37

SMOKERS DIE YOUNGER. SOURCE: EU DIRECTIVE (2001/37/EC)
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exhibitor LIST – ADDENDUM
Jewellery/Watches

Confectionery/Fine Foods

abiste

brown and haley

Q 23

313 Minami Aoyama Building 7F
3-13-18 Minami Aoyama
Minato-ku
Tokyo 107-0062
Japan
T: +81 334 018 101
F: +81 334 017 183
E: obayashi@abiste.co.jp
W: www.abiste.co.jp

NEW EXHIBI TOR

CONTACT:
Takeshi Obayashi - Overseas Division
Manager

Fragrances/Cosmetics
MEMBER

NEW EXHIBI TOR

CONTACT:
Alexandre Callens - Regional
Director - Travel Asia Pacific

Wine/Spirits
NEW EXHIBI TOR

CONTACT:
Stephen Carrol - Founder

60 – TFWA DAILY

Newell Rubbermaid Asia Pacific Ltd
35/F Tower 6, The Gateway,
Harbour City
9 Canton Road, Tsimshatsui
Kowloon
Hong Kong
T: +852 3926 9688
F: +852 3926 9619
E: virginie.descamps@newellco.com

MEM BER

NEW E XHIBI TOR

CONTACT:
Virginie Descamps - Sr. Vice
President and General Manager
Isabelle Gippet - Retail Activation
Director, APAC
Ray Yu - National Sales Director,
China

E 38

United Dutch Breweries
Minervum 7208
P.O Box 9424
4801 LK Breda
The Netherlands
T: +31 76 578 1000
F: +31 76 578 1001
E: henkan.bakker@udbexport.com
W: www.uniteddutchbreweries.com

NEW E XHIBI TOR

CONTACT:
Henk-Jan Bakker - Regional Director
Asia Pacific

Fashion/Accessories

vinprom peshtera sa
Vinprom Peshetra SA
5 Dunav Boulevard
4003 Plovdiv
Bulgaria
T: +359 32 606 909/933
F: +359 32 606 910
E: egermanova@peshtera.com
W: www.peshtera.com

C4

united dutch breweries

Wine/Spirits
C6

CONTACT:
Richard Nicks - Managing Director,
International

Wine/Spirits

bleeding heart rum company
Chat Noir Co Inc
1651 Dian Street
Barangay San Isidro, Makati
Manila
The Philippines
T: +63 2893 7349
F: +63 2893 7349
E: monica@bleedingheartrum.com

NEW E XHIBI TOR

parker

hs 07

Q 25

3500-C, 20th Street East
Fife, WA 98424-1700
USA
T: +1 253 620 3000
E: RNicks@brown-haley.com

MEM BER

Gifts

clarins group
Clarins Pte Ltd
302 Orchard Road
05-01 Tong Building
Singapore 238862
Singapore
T: +65 6838 6333
F: +65 6838 3660
E: alexandre.callens@clarins.com.sg
W: www.clarins.com

Q 27

hugo boss travel retail
NEW EXHIBI TOR

CONTACT:
Evgeniya Germanova - Head of
Export Department

hs 10

Hugo Boss International Markets AG
Baarerstrasse 133
6302 Zug
Switzerland
T: +41 41 72 73 879
F: +41 41 72 73 998
E: jesper_gustafsson@hugoboss.com
W: www.hugoboss.com

MEM BER

NEW E XHIBI TOR

CONTACT:
Jesper Gustafsson- Head of
Travel Retail

www.tfwa.com

We look forward
to seeing you -

Stand N20
www.scorpioworldwide.com
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Traveller’s Timepiece
Schäfer Toy will be launching a new and
exciting watch here in Singapore.
The ATOP Automatic Worldtime adjusts
the chronograph to any of 24 timezones
around the world with a simple turning
of the watch’s bezel – perfect for the
businessman on the move or simply a
dedicated traveller, each watch comes in
a variety of sizes, colours and styles, and
always with a full two-year warranty.

New exhibitor
Philip Stein is best known for its luxury
watches, but this week the company is
unveiling its new Sleep Bracelet, which it
says is perfect for inflight retail. “People
sleep badly on planes and when they
arrive at their destination, which is why
we are targeting airlines with it,” said Will
Stein, President of the Philip Stein Group.
The bracelet uses natural frequencies,
which are programmed into a metal disc
within the product, to help people sleep
better. “We have conducted preliminary
studies on stem cells and we are seeing
is that in the presence of Sleep Bracelets,
melatonin levels are increasing,” said
Stein. “Melatonin is a hormone that
regulates sleep cycles and is one of the
main antioxidants.”
Philip Stein first used Natural Frequency
Technology in its luxury watches, which
were given celebrity endorsement on the
Oprah Winfrey Show in 2003 and again
in 2005.
“After that, it went crazy,” said Stein.
“People were turning up to stores saying
‘we want the Oprah watch’.”
The Sleep Bracelet is currently being sold
onboard Emirates, SWISS, Lufthansa,
Etihad and KLM, and marks a new venture
into wellbeing technology. “We want to
own that space,” added Stein.

Stand J29

Watches
by
fortune
Concept
AIGNER has released a new range of
exquisite timepieces influenced by the
beauty and culture of Italy.
The Genua Due features mother-of-pearl
dials in raw sugar brown or whiting white,
and the crown and buckle may be plated
in either stainless steel or rose gold – a
fitting homage to the golden sands and
shimmering vistas of the Mediterranean.
Fellow German chronographer ESCADA
last year announced a partnership with
Swiss Fashion Time, which would be
responsible for designing all of ESCADA’s
upcoming watches – and now the collection is finally ready for sale.
The jewel in the crown is the Model
Florence. Its quilted black strap is
designed to be wrapped up and around
the wrist multiple times to accentuate the
smooth, flowing features of the stainless

Dream
device

steel case and black dial, with silver
hands providing a dazzling accent to the
hour marks.
Police is a brand which needs no introduction. To mark the 30th anniversary of the
company’s luxury streetwear comes the
Police Special Edition 30th. The angular
shaped ion-plated black casing consumes
the black sunray dial with matching black
vertically brushed dial ring, exceptionally
highlighted with luminous green indices.
The timepiece comes packaged with an
exclusive pair of branded dogtags in a
decorative box.
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